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RS-232 SPLITTER

A. rugby

Among the computer peripherals that are typically connected to an RS232 port are
mice, plotters, tracker-balls, digitizers, printers, scanners and modems. Not

surprisingly, therefore, many computer users are forced to switch off their machine
and perform the plug exchange trick when another peripheral is to be used. The
RS232 splitter eliminates this annoying problem by allowing up to 256 (yes) serially
controlled devices to be selected on 1 (yes) RS232 port. Switches and the like are

not required, since the selection of the peripherals is effected by software.

There is a clear discrepancy between the
seria l Interface capabilities of the average
pe and the ever growing number of pe-
ripherals purchased or built by computer
users. Most PCs offer only one RS232 port,
while any extension beyond tWQ of these
is relatively expensive. As resu lt, tangled
cable nests may be found behind many a
PC, since aserial port may usually serve
one peripheral only.
Not surprisingly, many rc users

would like to see a compact. inexpensive
and simple-to-use switching system for a
large number of peripherals. So-ca lIed
switch-boxes offered commercially gen er-
ally allow two peripherals to share one
RS-232 port. Apart from the fact that an
increase from one to two peripherals is not
exactly spectacular, these boxes must be

switched by ha nd, which requires that
they are placed near the computcr.
The RS-232 splltter has none of these

advantages because:
it can handle many more than two pe-
ripherals;
it is controlled by the computer:
it may be installed at a considerable dis-
tance from the computer.

RS-232, a flexible interface
standard
The RS-232 port has been in use for many
yea rs, mainly by virtue of its flexibili ty. its
ability to cover lang distances, its trans-
mission speed opttons and good noise im-
munity. The most practical boon is,

however, that data may be carried over a
single wire. In the most rudimentary con-
figuration, a peripheral may be connected
to a computer by three wires only: TXO for
transmitred d ata , RXO for received d a ta,
and GND (ground). By contrast, a parallel
connection requires at least 10 wires: "l fOT
ground,8 for the data signals and 1 for the
STROßE signal. At least 11 wires are re-
quired if handshaking is used, since in
that case either BUSY or ACKNOWLEOGE

must be added. Although the 3-wire serial
link may use the XON/XOFF protocol-i.e.,
software - for handshaking, a hardware
alternative is often preferred in view of
speed and the use of simpler 1/0 routines.
A hard ware handshaking arrangement
generally uses a number of control stg-
nals, while software handshaking is based
on transmission and reception of certain
words tha t contro! the data flow in accord-
ance with the speed of the computer and
the peripheral.

Figure 1 shows the most commonly
used RS-232 link. A computer is generally
c1assified as DTE (data terminal equtp-
ment), and a peripheral as DCE (data com-
munication equtpment). A zero-modem
connection may be used in those ca ses
where a number of control signals is not
available. Control- and data-lines may
also be crossed to enable two computers
(both DTE) to communicate via aserial
link. The best known zero-modern con-
nections are shown in Fig. 2. The RING IN-
DlCATOR (RI) Iine is not shown in these
drawings because it is used on some mod-
ems only to signal to the computer that the
auto-answer function has been actuated.
The RI line is not normally used in appli-
cations other than with modems.

Switching by software
Te guarantee compatibility with many
RS-232 peripherals. a11 eight controllines
on the interface must be switched auto-
matically. Obviously. the ground line
need not be switched since it is common
to al l equipment.
lf for instance, the computer is to be

connected to a particular printer with a
sertal input, all contrel and data signals of
a particular RS-232 outlet on the splitter
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The circuit in Fig. 3 contains the trigger
pulse decoder and the ehannel selection
logic. Every one sertal ehannel requires
one extension circuit, which is shown in
Fig. 4. This is constructed on a small board
and connected to the main board by a
short length of flatcable. The number of
extension boards may increase as the need
for more serial channels develops.
The RS-232 Interface of the ci rcui t is

shown to the left in Fig. 3. A total of ten
buffers is used: five for input and five for
output. The buffers are needed for signal
level converston since the circuit works
with ITL levels (max. 5 V), while the RS-

(to which the printer is connected) are 232 signals may swing between +12 Vand
passed to the relevant pins of the com- -12 V. Note, however, tha t although a
puter's RS-232 port. All other equipment growing nu mber of ccmputers is capable
connected to the splitter is disconnected of accepting TTL levels at the RS-232 port,
from this port. there are good reasons to stick to positive
The passing of signals between the and negative levels with a maximum of

computer and the selected peripheral 12 V, mainly because these afford a larger
must be done in the simplest way. In the noise margin.
case of the RS-232 splitter, this has been Of all stgnnls on the RS-232 connector,
achieved by the use of software that trans- only TXD of the computer is used by the
mits the peripheral selection code via the circuit -all other signals are simply
RS-232 port itself. Such a code is essen- switched through to the peripherals. The
tially a short trigger pulse which is sent by TXO signal, called S-IN after level conver-
the compu ter. lt is not recognized as d ata sion, triggers monostable multivibrator
by the peripherals since the TXO line is (MMV) rC5<!with each falling pulse edge.
briefly switched to a much higher trans- Exter-na l components Rb-Cl give the MMV
mission speed. The RS-232 splitter, hcw- a monotime of about 6 us. lfS-lN is stililow
ever, does recognize the trtgger pulse and after this monotime has lapsed, the pulse
is switched to receive and process the da- edge that triggered the MMV did not be-
tabyte that follows it. On reception of the -, -t

trigger pulse, the splitter prevents the
subsequent databyte being passed to the
peripherals. T'hus, channel.selectfcrrtrap-
pens u nnoticed by ""fileperipherals.

There are several ways to generate the
trtgger pulse. The actual method used de-
pends on the computer type and your pro-
gramming skills. Many computers allow
the RS-232 port lines to be controlled by
machine code or, say, a program Ianguage
like C. A small program may be de-
veloped, for instance, to make the TXD li ne
Iow for one clock pulse. 1f this does not
work out, an alternative method may be
to briefly select the highest bit rate on the
RS-232 port and transmit character FFJI,
which consists of a single low level (the
start bit). The disadvantages of this ap-
proach are that the highest bit rate offered
by the computer is no longer available for
the peripherals. and that two R-C combi-
nations must be changed in the RS-232
splitter. Some computers, such as the
Commodore Amiga 500, offer a maximum
bit rate as high as 250 kbit/s, which re-
sults in a single 4-!-Is long TXD pulse. This
setring may be sacrificed to the above pur-
pose of splitter channel control, since pe-
ripherals operating at 250 kbaud are rare.

Users of IBM PCs and compatibles are
in the fortuna te position of being able to
order a disk which contains a simple pe-
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Fig. 1. Standard RS-232 connections.
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ripheral channel selection program. The
practica l use of this program is simple:
just enter the filename followed by the
channel number of the desired peripheraL

How it works
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RS-132 SPLITTER IJ
long to a trigger pulse. The trigger pulse
detection is, therefore, based on pulse-
wid th comparison with the monotime.
This is achieved with bistable IC7,.!,whose
clock input is connected to the Q outpur of
ICs<!. During the falling pulse edge. i.e., at
the end of the monotime. the bisfable out-
puts take on levels determined by the in-
formation at the J- and Kvinpu ts. The
K-input is tied to ground. When the J-
input is low owing to pulses shorter than
6 us. the bistable output levels da not
change. If, however, the pulse is shorter
than 6 ~IS, the J-input will be high at the
end. Output Q goes high to signal that the
trigger pulse has been detected.
The MMV monotime is set to 6 us to

allow a safety margin of about 1.5 times
between the pulse time (max. 4 us) and the
pulse detection time.
Gates rC6a-IC6d in combination with

[CSb, IC9" and le7b keep the trigger pulse
from being passed to the peri pheralts).
Bistable IC5b receives a dock pulse via
IC6a-ICmi at every level change of 5-IN.

This dock pulse has a length of about
60 ns owing to the propagation delays of
the HCT gates. Exactly 6!-1s after the clock
pulse, the Q output ofIC5b goes low again,
so that J-K bistable le7b latches the levels
present at its J- and K-input. Pulses shor-
ter than 4 !-I5 are not noted since they have
been eliminated already and can not,
therefore, appear in the serial outpur stg-
nal.

All other pulses that form serial data
on the S-IN line are passed by the bisfable.
From the Q outpur. the S-!N signal is sup-
plied to the peripherals via leWa. Since the
Q output of IC7~go es high on every trigger
pulse, ICIO" prevents the subsequent data-
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D
Fiq. 2. In many cases,a full-blown RS-232 connection is not required. Shown here are three
simple links between DTE and DCE, and between DTE and DTE (zero-modem).



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the motherboard, which contains the trigger pulse decoder and channel selection logic to address individual
extension boards.
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IC1;o 1488
ICZ = 1488
IC3 = 1489

es = 74HCT123
le6 = 74HCT86
ICl = 74HCT73

es = 74HCT04
leiD = 74HCT32
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word reaching the peripherals. This con-
dition is ended as TCla is reset.

The channel number that follows the
trigger pulse is decoded by a UART
(un iversal as ynch ronous recei ver / tra ns-
mitter) Type AY-3-1015, which is an in-
dustry standard chip. After ICla has been
set by the trigger pulse, the UART, lCII, is
reset via network RIl-CI and mverter l Cea.
This is done to ensure that it is cleared and
ready for the reception of the dataword
which determines the channel selection.
The bit rate at which the dataword is sent
by the computer is set with jumper J \.
Three bit rates, 2400 baud. 4800 baud and
9600 baud, are available from a quartz-
crystal controlled oscillator/divider, lC4.
In practice, it will be convenient to use the
same data rate for the channel selection
code and the normal communication with
the peripheral(s).

The DAV (data ava ilable) output of the
UART goes high on reception of the chan-
nel selection code. The positive pulse edge
causes the code available in parallel form
to be latched into IC8. The Q output of rCla
prevents error pulses from the oxv output
reaching Ke. Error pulses may occur since
the UART receives all serial data, whether
these are channel selection codes or not.
The high level at the Q output of bistable
lCla prevents lClod blocking the DAV pul-
ses. A valid DAV pulse resets TCla., so that
the next pulses on the S-IN line are sent as
normal data to the peripheral(s).

On power-up, network R8-C6 resets bi-
stables IC7a, IC7b, register IC8 and UART
JC». This is done to make sure that the
computer is connected to the peripheral
on channel 0 when the system is switched
on. The peripherals and the computer are
not reset, however, so that the splitter may
be switched on the moment it is required.

The circuit diagram of an extension
board is given in Fig. 4_ Every peripher al
connected to the RS-232 splitter has its
own extension board. Word compamtor
rC20 forrns the channel code detector. Its
P-inputs acccpt the decoded dataword
from the computer, while its Q-inputs ac-
cept the pre-set channel number to be as-
signed to the associated peripheral. If the
words match, pin 19 goes low. The chan-
nel preset Is defined as a binary value with
the aid of jumpers. Channel code 0
(0000 00002)iS achieved by connecting a il
jumpers to ground, end channel code 255
(] 111 1111,) by connecting all jumpers to
+5 V.
The actuated P'='Q ou tpu t of the 8-bit

word comparator enables buffers rCD and
IC2Ia-b-c to establish the connection be-
tween the computer and the selected pe-
ripheral.

Level converters IC22a-b-c, [C24a~b-(and
IC25 ensure the correct voltage levels on
the RS-232 output lines.

Construction
The track lay-outs and the component
mounting plan of the rnain board are
shown in Fig. 5. This board is double-
sided, but not through-plated. On the
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagramof extension board.

ready-marle printed-circuit board, the 10-
cations where a short piece of wire must
be soldered as a through contact are indi-
cated by silver-coloured pads at the com-
ponent side. A few of these through
contacts are made by soldering resistor
terminals at the track side and the compo-
nent side. lf fCs are soldered direct on to
the board, the white print on a few pads
has to be removed. Fortunately, this is
achieved almost automatically as a result
of the heat developed during the solde-
ring operanon. The advantage of solde-
ring the ICs direct is that the pins form the
thraugh-contacts, so that wires near the
pins are not required , These holes must,

however, have through-wires if Je sockets
are used.
00 not start fitting parts on to the

board before a11 through-contacts have
been checked and found to be in order.
The actual population of the main PCS is
straightforward.
The extension board is shown in Fig. 6.

It is single-sided and has 17 wire links,
which must be fitted first. As with the
main board, the decision whether or not
to use Ie sockets is up to you. The pin
header block for the channel address set-
ting is made either from three single-row
pin headers or one dual-raw and one
single-row type. The extension board is
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Fig. 5. Double-sided printed-circuit board tor the central unit. Note that this board is not through-plated.
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COMPONENTS LIST

MAINBOARD

Resistors:
2 lOk
3 470n
4 lOk
1 lMO
1 lkO

Capacltors:
1 1n2
1 39p
1 27p
1 10n
1 1n2
1 4~7 16 V radial
5 100n
1 47~ 16 V radial

Semiconductors:
2 1488
1 1489
1 4060
1 74HCT123
1 74HCT86
1 74HCT73
1 74HCT273
, 74HCT04
1 74HCT32
1 AY-S-l015

Rl;R2
Fb;R4;Rs
R6;R7;R8;Rl1
R9
RIO

C,
C2
Ca
C,
Cs
Ca
C7-Cl1
C,2

ICl;IC2
IC3
Ie.
ICs
IC.
JC7
ICa
IC,
IClo
IC11

Miscellaneous:
1 quartzcrysta12.4576MHz X,
1 25-way angled sub-D

connector(ternale) K1
26-way angled prn header K2
e-way pin neader J i
pin header block; 3 off
4wpin contact strips J2

8 jumper
1 PCS 900017-1

COMPONENTS LIST

EXTENSION BOARD
(one required for each RS-232 peripheral)

Capacitors:
3 100n
, 471'- 16 V tantalurn

Semtconductcrs:
1 74HCT688
, 74l-jCT32
1 1488
1 74HCT244
2 1489

C20;CZ1 ;C22
C23

IC20
1021
ICZ2
IC"
IC24;ICZ5

Miscellaneous:
1 25-way a"gled sub-D

connectcr(male) Ks
1 26-way angled PCS header K,
1 pin header block; 3 off

8-pn contact strips .
1 PCS

J3
900017-2
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Fig. 6. Printed-circuit board for the extension (one required for each RS-232 peripheral).



-I COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

connected to the main board via K4, and
to the peripheral via K3.

Power supply and serial
data format
The power supply for the circuit must
have +5-V,+12-Vand -12-Voutputs.The
current required by the circuit depends on
the number of extension boards installed.
In some cases, the supply voltages may be
obtained from the PC
The serial data format (start/stap bits,

and parity bit) is set with jumpers J2b, [zc
and jza. The most widely used Format, one
startbit, eight da tabits, 110 parity and 1
stopbit, is set with jumpers J2b, J2c and lZd
to +5 V, and J2a to ground. --
Software and component
values
The hardware is not complete without a
computer program that provides the re-
quired trigger pulse and the channel selec-
tion code to actuate a par ticula r channel
(0-255). Since the control of the TXD line is
specific to the type of computer and its
RS-232 Interface, the model program
given in Fig. 8 is based on the use of the
htghest baud rate for the generation of the
trigger pulse. The BASIC program is
simple by almost any standard, and
should not be too difficult to ada pt for a
particular type of computer or interpreter.
The bit rate for the trtgger pulse is set to
9,600, so that the highest possible bit rate
for normal use of the penpheralts) is 4,800
at the highest.
lf bit rates other than the on es men-

tioned above are used, networks R7-CS
and R6-Cl must be modified accordingly.
The va lues shown in the circu.it dia gram
are for a trigger pulse shorter than 4 IlS. If
a Ion ger trigger pulse is used, the new R-C
values may be calculated on the basis of
the monotime. r, obtained from

1~0.45RC (ns)

where R is in kilo-ohms and C in pico-fa-
rads. Remember that C must be greater
than10,000pF (10nf-). Alsonotethatthe

UART SETTINGS

data format J2b J2c
5 bit gnd gnd
6 bit gnd +
7 bit + gnd
6 bit + +

paritybit J2d
enable +
disable gnd

parity J2a
even +
odd gnd

~'to""""
o 0000+++ __

8:.--· -

r----' ".:_...··rl''''
I I 1.lif~:lll.I 0+--------- Oe· ,j~~1"H·
L' iji,'1.fl'·ij
----... I~! 1:1I.1 •••
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Fig. 7. Basic connections between the PC, the motherboard, the extension cards and the
RS-232peripherals (example).

calculation Is valid for a 74HCT123 onty.
not for a 74123 or 74LS123, which must
not be LI sed here.
If for example. a bit rate of 9,600 is

chosen, the associated pulse time is

much Jonger than the monotime of 150 us.
Starting from a cepacitor value of 12 nF
(12,000 pF], an assoeiated resistance of

150,000/(0.45x 12,000)

1/9600s~ 104us or raughly 27 kD. should give adequate
results.
In conclusion, for a system in which the

trigger pulse ts transmitted at 9,600 baud,
and the peripheral da ta at 4,800 baud ,
both networks R6-Cl and R7-CS ccnstst of
.27-kD. resistars and 12-nF capacitors. •

To ensure a safe margin between the pulse
time and the monotime. the latter ts made
roughly 1.5 times langer, i.e., 150 us. The
shortest pulse time that can oceur in a
datastream of 4,800 bits/s is 210 us. i.e.,

100 CLOSE
110 REM 9600 baud, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stopbit
120 OPEN "com1:9600,N,8,l" AS #1
130 INPUT "RS232 address" ,J
140 PRINT #1,CHRS(255); REM SEND PULSE
150 PRINT #l,CHRS(J); REM SEND ADDRESS
160 CLOSE
170 REM 4800 baud, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stopbit
180 OPEN "COM1:4600,N,8,l" AS #1
190 FOR I=&H20 TO 80
200 PRINT #l,CHRS( I); : REM PRINT CHARACTER
210 NEXT
220 PRINT #l,CHRS(13),CHRS(10) : REM END OF LINE
230 GOTO 100 900017·15

Fig. 8. Model BASICcontro! program to control the serial port of an IBMPCor compatible.
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Fig. 5. Double-sided printed-circuit board tor the central unit. Note that this board is not through-plated.
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RS-232 SPLITTER 1-

Fig. 6. Printed-circuit board tor the extension (one required tor each RS-232peripheral).



BBD SOUND EFFECTS UNIT
FINAL PART

In this second and final instalment of the article we deal with the operation of the
circuit as weil as with the construction and alignment.

Circuit description
Figure 8 shows the BBD chip and the as-
sociated clock driver as the central parts
in the circuit diagram of the sound effects
unit. The basic internal structure of the
Panasonie BBD chip is given in the block
diagram in Fig. 7.
Each output of the BBD chip, !CI, has a

pulI-up load resistor and a coupling capa-
citor (CI I-CI,) that feeds the delayed sig-
nal to a potentiometer (P3-P6) to allow the
individual delay levels to be set.lnverting
opamp A3 adds the delay signals at unity
gain.
ldentical lew-pass filters with steep

slopes are connected to the input and the
output of the BBD chip. Each lew-pass
consists of an active part (A4! As) and an
L-C 1t-lilter (LI-C,-Co/L2-CI8-C21). The fil-
ters are eighth-order types for a band-
width of about 4 kHz. This value allows
the maximum delay time of the BBD chip
to be used at a clock frequency of 10 kHz.
The filter attenuation at 10 kHz is 60 dB.
A larger bandwidth may be achieved by
scaling the capacitor values in the Iow-
pass filters. For a bandwidth of 8 kHz, for
instance, the va lues of these capacitors are
simply halved. Bear in mind, however,
that this also requires the cIock frequency
to be increased to 20 kHz.
Opamp Al at the input of the circuit is

a non-inverting buffer which provides a
relatively low output impedance. The
next opamp, A2, is configured as an inver-
tcr with an amplification of 10. Opamp A3
is also set up as an inverter, so that there
is no phase reversal between AI and As.
Opamp A6 inverts the signal at the output.

T. Giffard

OUTl outz cuta OUT4 OUT:' OUT6

'00

3328 stage BBD GND

11 ''"
10 2
GP' CP2 900010-12

Fig. 7. Block diagram 01the MN3101 bucket-brigade delay line (courtesy Panasonic).

and at the same time mixes the input stg-
nal (from P9-R.30) with the delayed signal
(from RZ9). The simulated sound reflec-
tions (echoes) are created with the aid of
potentiometer P2 which feeds the longest
delay (from !CI pin 6) back to the non-in-
verting input of Az.
The cIock frequency is detennined by

the components at pins OX1, OX2 and
OX3 of the clock driver chip, JC,. The com-
ponents network contains two frequency-
determining elements: potentiometer PlO
and varicap Da. If PlOis set to its maximurrt
value (500 k.Q), the varicap control volt-
age allows a frequency range of 12.5 kHz
to 18 kHz (maximu m delay). If PIOis set to
minimum resistance, the clock frequency
may be varied between 65 kHz and
96 kHz (minimum delay).
The varicap voltage is provided by a

modulation oscillator, A7-As, which sup-
plies a low-frequency triangular sweep
signal. The frequency may be set with PI1,
and the modulation depth with PIZ.

The power supply of the circuit is sym-
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metrical. The optimum direct voltage set-
ting for the BBD chip is achieved by crea-
ting a slight unbalance between the
positive and negative rail. This setting is
effected with preset Pa

Practical notes
The 4-kHz bandwidth 01 the delayed stg-
nals may appear too small. In practice,
however, it is hardly a problern since
higher frequencies are also attenuated
with natural reverberation. Some applica-
tions of the sound effects unit may, how-
ever, require a lugher bandwidth (see the
notes in Part 1 on redimensioning of the
two lew-pass filters). Whatever band-
width is used, the clock frequency must be
at least 2.5 times the roll-off frequency of
the lew-pass filters. The use of the maxi-
mum clock frequency of 100 kHz results
in a bandwidth of 40 kHz, which is ample
for hi-fi applications.
lf difficult to obtain, the BB204 varicap

may be replaced by similar types with
sufficiently high CmaxjCmin ratio, e-g-, the
BB104, BB204Bor 8B304.1t is also possible
to use a parallel combination of two vari-
caps, such as the BB130 or BB212.
The printed-circuit board has no provi-

sion for the signal feedback arrangement
shown in Fig. 4. Fortunately, this is simple
to implement by a few changes:

connect R3to the output of A3 instead of
to pin 40f1CI;
connect the wiperof P2to pin 6 of IG via
a 10-kQ resistor;
connect pin 5 of lü to ground.

Another interesting sound effect may be
obtained by mixing the input signal in
inverted form with the output signal. This
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Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of the bucket-brigade sound effects unit.
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may be achieved by connecting P9 to the
output of A2 instead of Al.
Wire links A and Bare provided to

allowa compander (compressor/expan-
der) to be inserted into the signal path. lf
used, the compressor circuit replaces wire
link A, and the expander replaces wire
link B. Wire link C is removed to allow an
extern al modulation voltage to be applied
to P12.

Construction and alignment
Although a fairly complex circuit, the BBD
sound effects unit should not present dif-
ficulties in the construction. The popula-
tion of the singte-sided printed circuit
board shown in Pig. 9 is straightforward.
The Panasonie ICs must be treated

with care as they may be damaged by
static discharges. Play it safe and leave
these chips in conductive foam until they
are d ue for fitting in the circuit (as the very
last components). Never solder them di-
rect on to the PCB.
Note that eID is abipolar electrolytic

capacitor. If difficult to obtain, it may be
replaced by two standard 22-~F types 01
which the negative ter minals are intercon-
nected.
Use screened wire to connect the

potentiometers on the front panel to the
respective terminals on the PCB. Poten-
tiometers P3-P8 may share a single cable
screen. Their wipers are connected to the
numbered terminals on the PCB, while

their fixed connections (the ones with the
signals on them) go to the terminals at the
sides of capacitors Cll-C16.
Leave the Panasonie rcs out of the cir-

cuit as yet. Provisionally fit wires between
pin 12 (IN) and pins 4-9 of the socket for
IC1. Turn P2 and P9 to their minimum vol-
urne settings, an apply power.
Set P3 for equal positive and negative

voltages (±8 V). Check the supply volt-
ages at a nurnber of points. Next, check
that aIl opamp outputs. with the exception
of A7 and As, are at about 0 V (all poten-
tiometers must be connected for th is test).
The output of A7 should supply a voltage
wh ich toggles between +8 V and -8 V (the
toggle rate is adjustable with PlI). Opamp
ABshould supply a slowly varying signal.
With P2 and P9 set to minimum volume

and with a signal applied to the input, the
effects unit should supply an output stg-
nal whose bandwidth is clearly limited
(ie., it lacks high-frequency components).
Check that the volume of this signal is
adjustable with P3-PS. Turn up P9 -the
signal must beeome Iouder and contain
more trebIe. Turn up P2 and check that the
volume increases further at a sligbt sound
change. If these tests check out so far, the
power may be switched off and the Pana-
sonie lCs fitted.
Switch the power on again. The BBD

chips work if the effects unit produces
output sound with P2 and P9 set to mini-
mum voIume. Turn up P3-PS in succession
to test the aingle-reflection function. In-

crease the input level untiI the output stg-
nal is distorted. Next, adjust P13 for mini-
mum distortion, and increase the input
level for a second adjustment. Optimize
the drive margin in this way until no fur-
ther improvement is noted.
Adjust PIO to check that it changes the

echo distances. Turn up P12 -the vibrato
effect becomes audible. Set a short delay
time (signal from P3 only; PIO set to high
clock rate) and slowly turn up P9 to check
that the vibrato effect changes into phas-
ing.
Finally, test the reverberation function.

Turn Pl2 fully counter-clockwise and turn
up P2 carefully. Next, turn up the delay
controls in succession to obtain different
reverbera tion effects. •

p" input signal level

p" feedback (=reverberation time)

P>-Ps: individual reflectlon levels

Ps: input signal level at output

P,.: clock frequency (=delay in IC,)

Pl1: vibrato/ph.asingmodulation
frequency

Pu: vibrato/phasing modulation depth

P13, distortion adjustment (IC,)

CONTROLS OVERVIEW c
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BUD SOUND EFFECTS UNIT FINAL PART I

Fig. 9. Track layout (mirrar image) and component overlay 01 the single-sided printed circuit board for the BBD sound effects unit.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistor,s: 10k logarithmic Semiconductors:
6 lOk Rl;R4;Rs;R25;R26~ potentiometer pg 1 lN4148 Dl

R36 SOOk linear 1 68204G D2
10 lOOk R2;R3;R1&-Rz2;R38 potentiometer Pl0 1 B80C1500 81
2 3k3 R6;Rz7 1MO linear 1 MN3011 IC,
2 5k6 R7;R26 potentiometer Pl1 1 MN3101 IC2
4 1k05 Rs;Rs;R23;R24 lkO presst H P,S 1 TL074 IC3
6 56k R1o-R15 1 TL072 JC,
2 470k R29;R31 Capacitors: 1 TLC272 JC5
1 47k R30 3 1~0; MKT Cl;Cl0;C26 1 LM317 ICG
1 100n R32 10 100n C2;C3;C24;C2S;C31; 1 LM337 IC7
1 68k R33 C32;C34;C",;C",,;

2 lMO R34;R35 C40 Miscellaneous:
1 6k8 R37 4 3n3 C.;C5;C22;C", 4 100 mH radial choke
2 330Q R39;R42

8 22n C6-C9;Cl,-G21 Toko 181LY·104 Ll;l2;La;L.
2 1k2 R40;R41 7 2200 Cl1--C17 pnnted-clrcun board 900010.
1 50klinear 1 22fj.;25 V radial C27

potentiometer PI 2 470p C28;CZ9

2 10k linear 1 10M;40 V; bipolar
potennometer P2;P12 (radial) C30

6 lOOk Iogarithmic 2 470M;25 V (radial) C33;C37
potentiometer Pa-P, 2 l~O; 16 V C:jS;C39

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1990



BBD SOUND EFFECTS UNIT FINAL PART I

Fig. 9. Track layout (mirror image) and component overlay ot the single-sided printed circuit board tor the BBD sound effects unit.
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THE DIGITAL MODEL TRAIN

CONCLUDING PART
by T. Wigmore

The concluding part of the article discusses an alternative to the
two-rail locomotive decoder, a coach lighting decoder

and front and tail lig hts

Parts 2 and 3 of this article described the design
and construction of the locomotive decoder end
two-rail adaptor. There will, no doubt, be some
modellers who da not want to build those units
and rather buy the ready-made Märklin de-
coder.

Since the Märklin decoder is intended for
use with three-rail systems onIy, a suitable
adaptor is needed before it can be used with a
two-rail system. Fortunately, our two-rail adap-
tor can be combined with the Märklin decoders
to enable these to be used with two-rail tracks.

The adeptor monitors the legte level during
the intervals between the data bytes. Depend-
ing on tlus level, the incoming data are, or are
not, inverted by N4

The edaptor has four terminals: Input, out-
put. positive supply and negative supply
(earth). The supply Is taken from across the
47 )lF, 6 V, capacitor on the peB of the Märklin
decoder,

The input is connected to the brown termi-
nal of the decoder, while the output is taken to
pin If of the 16-pin lC (Märklin or Zymos type)
in the deccder.

The printed-circuit board for the adaptor is
available in cornbination with our locomotive
decoder board. Code 87291-2/3 or with the
coach lighting decoder board described below,
Code 87291-10. Note that the board is intended
for surface mount components.

Fig. 84. The completed alternative two·raillocomotive decoder.

Coach lighting decoder
The coach lighting decoder is intended for all Fig. 85. The printed·circuit board for the alternative two-ratl locomotlve decoder.

+
PARTS LtSTc

N1...N4 = IC1 = 4030 (4070)
MMV1, MMV2 = IC2 = 4538

MMV1
,,"

14 15

".Q~6'-- --.El12TR

PCB 87291-213 or 87291-10

AUcomponents must be suit-
abfe for surlace mounting.

16 c ..

~$1~"" Resistors:
Rl. R2= lMO
R3 = 10 k
R4 = 270 k

ce

Capacltors:
Cl = lnO
C2 = 15 n
C3=100p
C4 = 47 nMMV2

Semiconductors:
IC1 = 4030 or 4070
IC2 = 4538

87291 - XII-11

Fig. 86. Circuit diagram of the alternative two·raillocomotive decoder.
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rolling stock and provides four independent
switching functions. lt makes possible, for in-
stance, the control of coach lighting, the giving
of whistles or the operating of smoke genera-
tors. It can be used only in conjunction with the
Elektor Electronics or Märklin Digital Train Sys-
tem.

The circuit of the decoder-see Fig. 87-is a
combination of the locomotive decoder (see
Parts 2 and 3) and the universal signals and
switching decoder (see Part 4). The data on the

THE DIGITAL MODEL TRAIN - CONCLUDING PART

rails are decoded by ICl. When the address
(AI-AS) of the data byte on the rails corre-
sponds to that set at pins 1-5 of lCl, the next
four bits are compared internally with the pre-
vious data and, if they agree, passed on to out-
puts D6-D9. These outputs are connected to a
number of darlingtons that enable a particular
function to be selected.

Because the first three outputs are each con-
nected to two darlingtons in parallel, they can
switch somewhat lugher currents (up to 1 A)

aUs

R

-D~:..

"I
.--+---'l' Al 0

r<>60-
>-060-
>-0.10-
>-060-
~o-

0' '4-----ß, "-
02 ~ .,

IC2 03~2
o• .g.J

ULN,05~3
2004 ce ~

07~4

•
* See teld

, "
La 12

IC1 071"'-'--.-"1' ul...;' I.
5 MC oel""-' --.-"1' "
.6.5'145027 ~ 16

Og121'7

06 15

, er

I~39k 6 Rl R2/C2 10 I--
1- OATA.,.l..

• •

r-i---- +
I
I
I
I ,L J

Two-rail adapter (optional)

81291-XlN-l1

...
01 ..•04 = 1N4935

Fig. B7. Circuit diagram of the coach lighting decoder.

LL

I
than the fourth output. Note also that the four
outputs can not a11deliver their maximum cur-
rent at the same time, since that would over-
load Kz as welI as rectifier bridge 01-04. It is,
therefore, advisable to switch not more than 1 A
per decoder at any one time.

Since Tel has internal freewheeling diodes,
inductive loads (coils and solenoids) may be
switched without a problem.

The printed-circuit board Code 87291-10 is a
four-fold design that enables two coach lighting
decoders and two two-rail adaptors to be con-
structed. Part of the PCB is double-sided, but
through-plated. It is, therefore, necessary to 501-
der some components at both sides of the
board. For this reason it is not advisable to use
IC holders.

Diodes Dl-D, should preferably be Type
IN4935 (or -36 or -37), but Type IN4001 may
also be used, although this is slower than the

PARTS LIST
(For ONE coach lighting decoder)

Resistors:
Al = 39 k
R2=100k
A3 = lk5
R4=270k

Capacitors:
Cl = 1nO (ceramlc)
C2 = IOn (ceramie)
C3 = 100 n(eeramie)
C4 = 10 ~F, 25 V (tantalum)

Semlconductors:
01-04 = 1N4935 or 1N4001
D5 = 5V6, 400 mW zener diode
ICI = MC145027
IC2 = ULN2004

PCS B7291-1 0

C4 Tant. C3 0!ly

10~ ~5V ,J.,: 5V~~

L
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Fig. BB. The four-fold printed-circuit board for the coach lighting decoder.



GENERAL INTEREST

IN4935.
The tantalum capacitor may be bent Hat on

to the board after it has been soldered in place.
Note that some components must be 501-

dered at the track (copper) side of the board.
The outputs are switched to earth when

they are active. Loads must therefore be con-
nected between an output and the positive sup-
ply rail. The (common) positive rail ts indicated
on the board by 'C'.

The output voltage is equal to the potential
provided by the booster unit less the drop
across the bridge rectifier and the output tran-
sistor, If the EEDTS booster is used, it is ebout
15 V. The load must be matched to this voltage
by connecting lamps in series or by using series
resistors.
The decoder addresses must be set in the

same way as a locornotive decoder - see Table
10 and Fig. 89. This is done by means of sol-
dered wire bridges.

Bit 5--the funetion bit in the ease of a loco-
motive deeoder-is here used as an address bit.
To that end, the relevant input of lCI has al-
ready been connected to earth on the peB. This
means that the decoder must be accessed with
the additional function at 'on' (Märklin data
format) er, as it were, a locomotive in the next
state (EEDTS data format).

If desired, the connexion between TCIpin 3
and earth may be cut and input Ds linked to the
positive supply rail. The decoder rnay then be
accessed with the additional function bit 'on' or
as a locomotive in the previous position. This
enables twice as many coach lighting decoders
(162) to be accessed as locomotive decoders. No
coach address should, of course, be the same as
a locomotive address.

Coach lighting decoders may be controlled
via the locomotive controllers or via the RS232
interface. Oepending on the state of a controllcr,
a certain combination of outputs will be active.

Note that instead of using potentiometers
for the locomotive controllers switches rnay be
used. If for instance, the input of a locornotive
controller (pin 3 of the DIN connector) is con-
nected to earth, all outputs will be active. How-
ever, in order to use the relevant input, it is nec-
essary, just as with potentiometer-type con-

Instruction Activeoutputs

<Ic-caddress> All
<1»caddresss 2
<2><address> 2
<3><address> 3
<4><address> 3
<5><address> 2 3
<6><address> 2 3
<7><address> 4
<Bc-caddress> 4
<9><address> 2 4
<10><address> 2 4
<11»eaddress» 3 4
<12><address> 3 4
<13><address> 2 3 4
<14><address> 2 3 4
<15><address>

Table 11,Summary of instructions for operating
the coach lighting decoder via the RS232 inter-
tace. Note that if pin A5 of ICI is linked to the
positive supply rail, all instructions must be in-
creased by <16>.

number number
01 loeo- address olloeo- eooress
motive Al A A3 A4 motive Al A2 A3 A4

01 1 0 0 0 41 X 1 1 1
02 X 0 0 0 42 • X 1 1
03 0 1 e 0 43 1 X 1 1
04 1 1 0 0 44 X X 1 1
05 X 1 0 0 45 0 • X 1
06 0 X 0 0 46 1 0 X 1
07 1 X • 0 47 X • X 1
08 X X 0 0 48 0 1 X 1
09 0 0 1 • 49 1 1 X 1
10 1 0 1 • 50 X 1 X 1

" X 0 1 0 51 0 X X 1
12 0 1 1 0 52 1 X X 1
13 1 1 1 0 53 X X X 1
14 X 1 1 0 54 0 0 0 X
15 0 X 1 0 55 1 • 0 X
16 1 X 1 0 56 X 0 0 X
17 X X 1 0 57 0 1 , X
18 0 , X 0 58 1 1 0 X
19 1 0 X 0 59 X 1 0 X
20 X 0 X 0 60 0 X 0 X
21 0 1 X 0 61 1 X 0 X
22 1 1 X 0 62 X X 0 X
23 X 1 X 0 63 0 0 1 X
24 0 X X • 64 1 0 1 X
2S 1 X X , 65 X 0 1 X
26 X X X 0 66 0 1 1 X
27 o 0 , 1 67 1 1 1 X
28 1 , 0 1 68 reserved
29 X 0 0 1 69 0 X 1 X
30 0 1 0 1 70 1 X 1 X
31 1 1 0 1 71 X X 1 X
32 X 1 0 1 72 • 0 X X
33 0 X • 1 73 1 0 X X
34 1 X 0 1 74 X 0 X X
35 X X • 1 75 0 1 X X
36 , 0 1 1 76 1 1 X X
37 1 • 1 1 77 X 1 X X
38 X • 1 1 78 0 X X X
39 0 1 1 1 79 1 X X X
40 1 1 1 1 80 , , 0 ,

Table 10. Address settings for the lighting de-
coder are identical to those for the Icomotive de-
coder. Note that if the address of a locomotive is
00, the adress settings Al-A4 remain open (x],
x = open
• = can not be set digitally with Märklin decoder

trollers, to connect pin 4 or pin 5, or bath, of the
OIN connector to pin 2-see Pig. 90.

Control via the
RS232 interface makes
it rather easier to keep
the switching functions
independent of one an-
other. The relevant in-
structions are summa-
rized in Table 11.

Heod ond toil
lights
One of the first things
that is omitted from
economically priced
model trains is any
form of lighting. The
circuit in Fig. 91 en~
ables any d.c. locomo-
tive to be provided
with direcficn-depen-
dent head and tail
Hghes. Since LEOs are
used, a very long life is
guaranteed.

The circuit is very
simple and is really

A4 A3 A2 A1
Example _ 0 1 X 0 '= tec addreS$ 15

(see lable 10)

Fig, 89, How to set addresses
(at pins Al-A4 of IC1),

Elektor Eleclronlcs
dills formal sei,

When S 15closed
alt outputs are actlve

Fig, 90,When pin 3 of the DINconnector is
linked to earth, all outputs are actlve.

nothing more than a number of LEOs con-
nected in a bridge. The FET in the centre of the
bridge ensures a constant current as long as the
supply volta ge remains above about 4.5 V. The
brtghtness of the lights 15, therefore, virtually
independent of the speed at which the train
travels.

The LEOs are connected in parallel pairs to
keep the minimum operating voltage as lcw as
possible. To ensure good current distribution, it
is essential that only LEDs of the same type and
colour are used for each pair. Note that 01-04
should be yellow (head lights) and D5-D8
should be red (taillights). If tail Iights are not
needed. the relevant LEOs should be replaced
by a wire bridge. 00 not rernove diedes 09 and
010, however, as these are required at a1l times
for the correct operation of the other LEOs. •

a 01 05

(.0
06 02 b 03 07 08 .,.

0.) (0• • 0)
~~~
H

G 0
s

BF256C
T1
0

Fig. 91.Circuit diagram of head and taillights prov islon.
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THE DIGITAL MODEL TRAIN
CONCLUDING PART

by T. Wigmore

The concluding part of the article discusses an alternative to the
two-raillocomotive decoder, a coach lighting decoder

and front and tail lights

Parts 2 and 3 of this article described the design
and construction of the locomotive decoder and
two-rail adaptor. There will, no doubt, be some
modellers who do not want to build those units
and rather buy the ready-made Märklin de-
coder.

Since the Märklin decoder is intended for
use with three-rail systems only, a suitable
adaptor is needed before it can be used with a
two-rail system. Fortunately, our two-rail adap-
tor can be combined with the Märklin decoders
to enable these to be used with two-rail tracks.

The adaptor monitors the logic level during
the intervals between the data bytes. Depend-
ing on this level, the incoming data are, or are
not, inverted by N4.

The adaptor has four terminals: input, out-
put, positive supply and negative supply
(earth). The supply is taken from across the
471lF, 6 V, capacitor on the PCB of the Märklin
decoder.

The input is connected to the brown termi-
nal of the decoder, while the output is taken to
pin 15 of the 16-pin IC (Märklin or Zymos type)
in the decoder.

The printed-circuit board for the adaptor is
available in combination with our locomotive
decoder board, Code 87291-2/3 or with the
coach lighting decoder board described below,
Code 87291-10. Note that the board is intended
for surface mount components.

Fig. 84. The completed alternative two-rail locomotlve decoder.

Coach lighting decoder
The coach lighting decoder is intended for all Fig. 85. The printed-circuit board tor the alternative two-rall locomotlve decoder.

PARTS LIST

Rl

C
+~J-------------~--~--------------------~------~-4r-,

PCS 87291-2/3 or 87291-10

Nl ...N4 = ICl = 4030 (4070)
MMVl , MMV2 = IC2 = 4538

MMVl

13 "
12 TR06

a7291·X11·11

All components must be suit-
able for surface mounting.

14 16 C4

0$1~47n

Resistors:
R1, R2 = 1MO
R3 = 10 k
R4 =270k

Capacitors:
C1 = 1nO
C2 = 15 n
C3= 100p
C4 = 47 nMMV2

Semiconductors:
IC1 = 4030 or 4070
IC2 = 4538

Fig. 86. Circuit diagram ot the alternative two-raillocomotive decoder.
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rolling stock and provides four independent
switching functions. It makes possible, for in-
stance, the control of coach lighting, the giving
of whistles or the operating of smoke genera-
tors. It can be used only in conjunction with the
Elektor Electronics or Märklin Digital Train Sys-
tem.

The circuit of the decoder-see Fig. 87-is a
combination of the locomotive decoder (see
Parts 2 and 3) and the universal signals and
switching decoder (see Part 4). The data on the

TUE DIGITAL MODEL TRAIN - CONCLUDING PART

rails are decoded by ICl. When the address
(AI-As) of the data byte on the rails corre-
sponds to that set at pins 1-5 of ICI, the next
four bits are compared internally with the pre-
vious da ta and, if they agree, passed on to out-
puts 06-09. These outputs are connected to a
number of darlingtons that enable a particular
function to be selected.

Because the first three outputs are each con-
nected to two darlingtons in parallel, they can
switch somewhat higher currents (up to 1 A)

B 01*

R

r- B + D .... -i
I I
I Two·rall adapter (oplional) I
I I
I IL. J 87291·XIII·11

01 ...04 = lN4935

Fig. 87. Circuit diagram of the coach lighting decoder.

I
than the fourth output. Note also that the four
outputs can not all deli ver their maximum cur-
rent at the same time, since that would over-
load IC2 as weil as rectifier bridge 01-04. It is,
therefore, advisable to switch not more than 1 A
per decoder at any one time.

Since IC2 has interna I freewheeling diodes,
inductive loads (coils and solenoids) may be
switched without a problem.

The printed-circuit board Code 87291-10 is a
four-fold design that enables two coach lighting
decoders and two two-rail adaptors to be con-
structed. Part of the PCB is double-sided, but
through-plated. It is, therefore, necessary to sol-
der some components at both sides of the
board. For this reason it is not advisable to use
IC holders.

Oiodes 01-04 should preferably be Type
1N4935 (or -36 or -37), but Type 1N4001 may
also be used, although this is slower than the

PARTS LIST
(For ONE coach lighting decoder)

Resistors:
R1 = 39 k
R2=100k
R3 = 1k5
R4 = 270 k

Capacitors:
C1 = 1nO (ceramic)
C2 = 10 n (ceramie)
C3 = 100 n(ceramic)
C4 = 10 JlF, 25 V (tantalum)

Semiconductors:
01-04 = 1N4935 or 1N4001
05 = 5V6, 400 mW zen er diode
IC1 = MC145027
IC2 = ULN2004

PCS 87291-10

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1990

Fig. 88. The four-fold printed-circuit board for the coach lighting decoder.
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WIRING ALLOCATION TESTER
This set 01handy test instruments, designed by ELV, takes the hassle out 01
conductor identification and trouble-shooting during cable installation work.

Any one who has ever instalied a multi-
way cable between tWQ Iocations in, say,
a home or an office, is probably familiar
with the wire identification problem.
Often, the connections must be made in
difficult-to-reach places, and commuruca-
tion with the 'other end' is difficult or
impossible. Multi-way cables are com-
monly used in telephone systems, inter-
coms and alarm systems.
Obviously, these problems da not

DceUT if the cable has onIy 2 conductors, or
if each of its conductors has a unique col-
our identification. In alarm systems, how-
ever, cables with non-ecloured
conductors are in commcn use for reasons
of security. The wiring allocation problem
mayaIso arise if a cable is extended by
inserting a length of multi-way cable that
happens to be available.
In these cases. it Is reassuring to be able

to check end record the function or num-
ber of each conductor in the cable. The
wiring allocation tester described here
allows this to be done in a time-efficient
manner that eliminates the risk of wrang
connections. A code transmitter is used at
one end of rhe cable, and a special reeeiver
with digital read-out at the other end.
Both the transmitter and teeeiver are
light-weight, battery-powered units in
rugged ABSenclosures.

Operation and controls
As already stated, the wiring allocation
tester consists of two units: one is a code
transmitter for use with up to 16 conduc-
tors at a time, the other is a receiver with
a digital read-out that indicates the num-
ber of the conductor.

The transmitter is connected to the con-
ductors in the cable by means of 16 small
crocodile clips. If a cable has fewer than
16 conductors, the remaining transmitter
connections are simply not used. lf there
are more than 16 conductors in the cable,
these are allocated in the respective num-
ber of passes of 16 at a time.
lt is important to make sure that the

conductors to be allocated are potential-
free and not connected at any point.
At the transmitter side, the conductor

ends are labelIed with small adhesives
marked 1-16, corresponding to the num-
bers printed on the front panel of the
transmitter. The single lead at the oppo-
site side of the transmitter enclosure is
marked REFERENCE and must be con-
nected, for any test. to the corresponding
lead on the receiver. In most cases, this is
possible by making use of the cable
screening braid, or a conductor with a

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1990

colour or thickness that makes it different
from the others. If netther of these possi-
bilities is ava ilable, the REFERENCE leads on
the transmitter and the receiver may be
clipped to a nearby earth connection, Cl

water supply pipe, or a central heating
pipe.

The receiver has two leads, one for ground
(REFERENCE), and one for the conductor to
be allocated at the far end of the cable.
Both receiver leads have crocodile clips as
used on the transmitter. The signal input
lead of the receiver is connected to any one
conductor in the cable. The instrument
indicates the conductor number defined
at the transmitter side (1-16) on a liquid-
crystal display (LCD). Short-circu its to the
REFERENCE potential are indicated by a dis-
play reading of '36'.

Both the transmitter and the receiver are
powered by a 9-V battery. The battery in
the transmitter may be ins talied by un-
locking the cross-slotted screw at the back
of the instrument, and removing the top
half of the enclosure. The receiver has a
separate battery compartment that may be
opened without unlocking a screw.
The transmitter battery will typically

last for about 400, the receiver battery for
about 2,000, hours of operation, assuming
that a 9-V PP3-size Alkali-Manganese
type is used.
A red, flashing. LED is used on the

transmitter to indicate that the unit is on.
The LED goes out if the battery voltage
drops below about 6.5 V, at which voltage

the instrument will, however, continue to
operate for a couple of hours.
The receiver's on/off slide switch is

located on the left-hand side panel of the
instrument. A conductor number is dis-
played when the signal input receives a
valid code from the transmitter. lt is, in
principle, possible to have the transmitter
power the receiver via the two cond uctors
in the cable. This option obviates the need
for a battery in the receiver, but does not
enable the short-circuit tracing function
('36' reading) to be used.

Transmitter circuit
The circuit diagram of the transmitter is
given in Fig. 1. The 9-V supply voltage is
applied to buffer capacitor C3 via switch
51 and resistor R6.The voltage across C3 is
used to power all transmitter circuits with
the exception of the LED. The actual cir-
cuit supply volta ge is of relatively little
importance and lies between 5 V and 8 V
depending 011 the number of conductors
connected (remember that CMOS les
such as the ones used here can usually
opera te frorn supplies between 3 V and
15 V).
The oscillator in ICI operates at

32.768 kHz as determined by quartz crys-
tal QI. The following dividers (bistables)
in lei provide a number of control signals
which are used in the rest of the circuit.
Output Q5 supplies a frequency of
1,024 Hz. This signal clocks four shift reg-
isters Type CD4015, rC,·!C3 (note that
each of these contains two shift registers).
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The data Input of the top shift register is
tied to the positive supply voltage. This
results in output Ql changing frorn low to
high on the first clock pulse received from
the QS output of JCI. Output Q2 changes
from low to high on the second dock
pulse. Similarly, Q3 and Q4 go high on the
third and fourth clock pulse respectively.
Output Q4 of the top shift register is

connected to the data input, pin 15, of the
second shift register. Consequently, Q1 of
the second shift register goes high on the
filth clock pulse applied to JC2,. Outputs
Q2, Q3 and Q4 go high on the sixth,
seventh and eighth clock pulse respective-
ly. The last shift register output that goes
high is Q4 of JC'b. Shortly after, the low-
ta-high trensition at QI0 of let causes a11
shift register outputs to go low again. This
reset state has the same duration as the
preceding series of 16 clock pulses. When
QI0 goes low again after 32 clock pulses,
the shift registers are enabled again and
accept the clock pulses supplied by QS of
ICI. The above sequence is repeated, start-
ing with the low-to-high transition of Q'l
of !C2a. The on- (logic high) time of a shift

regtster output becomes shorter as it is
further down the cascade. Hence, Q1 of
Ie2a has the longest on-time of 16 clock
periods, while Q4 of IC2b is high for one
clock period only. These times are pro-
cessed in the receiver to recognize the 16
conductors that carry the assoeiated sig-
nals.
Inverters IC4-ICs-IC6 also act as buf-

fers. Pin 2 of IC4 supplies a low signal with
a duration of 16 dock pulses, while pin 10
of IC6 supplies a low signal with a dura-
tion of one clock pulses.
A red LED, 04, functions as an on/off

indicator on the transmitter. Its anode is
connected to the 9-V supply voltage di-
rectly behind the eontact of switch S1.Its
eathode is eonneeted to the colleetor of
transistor Tl via a 4.7 V zener diode, 05.
The transistor and associated parts 06-07-
Rsforms a 1O-mA current source. The LED
will light at constant brightness as lang es
the battery voltage exceeds about 6.7 V.
This value is abtained by subtracting the
surn of the volta ge drops across Rs (0.7V),
05 (4.7 V), and 04 0.3 V) from the nomi-
nal battery voltage of 9 V. The relatively

small current passed by Tl results in a
virtually negligible voltage drop across
the collecror-emitter junction. If the bat-
tery volta ge drops below 6.7 V, the bright-
ness of the LED reduces rapidly, until It
goes out at about 6.0 V.
The current source around Tl is pulse-

controlled to keep the overall current con-
sumption of the LEO low. The duty factor
of the control signal, and with it the LED
current, is about 0.14 (pulse/pause ratio
of 1:7) as determined by diodes 0,-02-0,
which combine three counter output sig-
nals of ICI to provide a LEO flash rate of
about 2 Hz. This arrangement results in a
power saving of about 12.5%.

Receiver circuit
The circuit dia gram of the receiver Is
given in Pig. 2. Like the transmitter, the
receiver is powered by a 9-V battery via a
switch and an R-C network, R8-C3.Resis-
tor R8has a relatively high value which
ensures a circuit supply voltage of around
5 V. Since the receiver eireuit does not
contain current-hungry parts, the battery

Pin 8 = ground
Pin 16 = + UB

1C1
Pin 8 = ground
Pin 16 = + UB
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the transmitter unit.
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WIRING ALLOCATION TESTER I
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Fig. 2. ctrcutt diagram 01 the recerver untt. The use of a battery 15 optlonat srnce the clrcuit may be powered by the transmitter.

capacity will be sufficient for abaut
2,000 hours of operation.
Like the transmitter, the receiver uses

e Type CD4060 oscillator/divider as the
central dock source. The clock pulse fre-
quency at output Q5 is also 1,024 Hz as
determined by quartz crystal Qt
(32.768 KHz). The clock signal is applied
to the count input, pin 9, of lC4. The num-
ber of clock pulses that can be counted is
determined by the length of the counter
enable signal applied to pin 10.
The following description of the re-

ceiver tirning sequence starts with the mo-
ment output Ql0 of IC2 supplies areset
pulse. This low-to-high transition is de-
layed by network R6-C, and subsequently
applied to the input of inverter IC3a.As a
result, inverter IC3csupplies a low-to-high
transition that resets the counters in IC4as
weIl as the oscillator/divider, IC2.At the
same time, output Q10 of IC2 goes low,
and the reset pulse supplied by ICk is
ended. The circuit is ready for a new count
cycle.
Assurning that inputs ST3 and 5T4 are

not connccted, the Inputs of gate IC3dare
pulled high by Rs. 5ince IC3dIs an inverter,
its output then supplies a low level that
keeps IC4bdisabled, although this counter
receives clock pulses. The display indi-
cates '00' in this condition.
If inputs 5T3 and 5T4 are connected,

IC3d supplies a high level that enables
counter IC4b. The gate simultaneously
supplies a pulse, via es, to IC3b, which
passee it on to TC3c.The needle pulse at
pin 11 of TC3resets the two counters in IC4,
as well as the oscilla tor Idi vider, IC2.Since
the pulse is very short, these circuits are
re-enabled almost immediately after-
wards, so that the clock pulses supplied
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Fig. 3. Timing diagrams to iIIustrate the operation 01 the code transmitter and recetver.
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by the Q5 ou tpu t of rc, may be counted by
IC4a and IC4b.
After counter IC4bhas reached state '9',

a carry is effected to IC4a via the Q4 output
and the enable (EN) input of the respec-
tive counters. In this manner, 16 clock pul-
ses are counted until outpur QI0 of lez
changes from low to high.
When that happens, a high pulse

reaches the strobe Inputs of de-
coders/LCD drivers I'Cs and Ks. This
event causes the current BCD counter
value (e.g., 16) to be latched and dis-
played.
Since the most-significant counter,

ICh, need discr iminate only between 0
and 1 (high er values than 16 are da not
occur). Öl is connected to the least-sigru-
ficant input of the associated
decoder /LCD driver, rcs. The next higher
input of JCs, pln 3, is driven by rC3d. If a
short-circuit exists between a conductor
and the reference potential, this gate su p-
plies a permanent legte high Ievel that
causes the input value of res to be in-
creased by '2'. As a result, the value '1'
determined by IC4pin 3 changes into '3'.
Hence, short-circuits in the cable are indi-
cated by the value '36' on the display.
Shortly after the strobe pulse, ICse

c1ears IC2 and counters IC4a-IC4bwith the
aid of a delayed (R6-C4)reset pulse. Since
the previously established counter states
are latched in ICs and rc" the display
reading does not change. When the input
terminals, ST3-ST4, are disconnected, the
display changes to 'DO' after the nextcount
cyele. Since the measurement rate is about
30 per secend. the display reading follows

the wire probe operations virtually imme-
diately.
For the following description of the

conductor decoding operanon. it is as-
sumed that the signal Input, 5T3, is con-
nected to conductor number 8 in the cable.
In the stand-by state, the transmitter sup-
plies a high level, so that the output of lC'd
is low. As soon as the input signal goes
low, tlus output changes to high. Capaci-
tor es supplies areset pulse to IC2 and the
counters in IC4. Next, the count cyde
starts. Counter IC4bcounts the dock pul-
ses supplied by the Q5 output of rcz until
the outpur of lC'd goes high. In this
example, input ST3 is low for 8 dock pul-
ses, then reverts to high. The resultant low
level at the output of IC3d disables lC4b
and so stops the counters at output state
08.
After J6 clock cycles, QJ 0 of rc,

changes to high and causes the counter
state to be latched in the LCD drivers. The
readout is '08' in this case. Next, network
R6-C4causes the counters to be reset, and
a new measurement cyeIe to begin.

The input of rC'd is protected by R,-Dz-D,.
The latter is a zener diode because the
circuit has a relatively high series resistor
in the power supply line to minimize the
current drain. and also because D2 alone
would not afford sufficient protection
against serious Input overload conditions.
When the receiver is used without a

battery. the circuit is powered by the
transmitter, via the cable wires, the tnput
termirrals ST3-ST4, R4-02 and Ca. The lat-
ter Is a buffer device wh ich retains suffi-

I

11" 0 000

~~ .,

Fig. 4. Printed-circuit boardfor the transmitter.

cient charge to power the receiver circuit
during the low parts of the input signal.
Obviously, the receiver can not work
without a battery if its Inputs are either
open or short-circuired.

A freguency of 128 kHz taken from Q8 of
rc, is applied to the DFIN (display fre-
quency in) terminals of the LCD drivers,
ICC5-TC6,and to the backplane terminal,
pin 2, of the 3Y1-digit LC display.

Construction
Transmitter
The transmitter is constructed on a single
printed-circuit board. Population of this
board is straightforward with reference to
the parts list and the component overlay
plus photograph in Fig. 3.
Start the construction by fitting the

low-profile parts such as the wire links,
the diodes, les and resistars (lC sockets
are not used).
Push the terminals of the miniature

switch, SI, as far as possible into the rele-
vant holes, then solder them at the track
side. Solder terrninals are not required at
any point during the construction of the
transmitter or the receiver.
Fit the LED such that the lower side of

its plastic body is about 15 mm above the
board surface.
Connect the battery clip wires to solder

points STJ8 (+; red wire) and ST19 (-,
black wire).
Seventeen crocodile clips and flexible

leads are provided with the kit for use in
the transmitter. Arrange the leads into a

COMPONENTS LIST

TRANSMITTER

Resistors:
R5e68Q
R4;R6e lOk
R2 e 33k
R3 e lOOk
Rl =20MQ

Capacltors:
Cl;C2 e 33p
Ca e 100~ 16V

Semiconductors:
IC, = C04060
IC2;IC3 = C04015
IC4;ICs;IC. = C04049
Tl = BC548
Os = ZPO4V7
01;02;03;o.;D7 e lN4148
04 == LED; 3 mm; red

MisceUaneous:
01 = 32.768 kHz miniature quartz crystal.
S, e miniaturet999le (SPDT) switch.
Qty. 1: battery clip.
Qty 17: lIexibletest lead withcrocodileclip.
23 cm sHvered wire.
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regular eolour distribution, and use either
black or white for the separate reference
conneetion. Insert the free end of each lead
into the respecttve hole in the side panel
of the top half of the transmitter enclo-
sure. Make a knot in each lead at the inside
of the enclosure to provide a stratn-relief.
Leave a lead length of about 10 mm at the
inside of the enclosure. Connect all 16 stg-
nal input leads, and the stngle referenee
lead, to the respective points on the PCB.
Carefully fit the completed PCB into

the lower half of the enclosure. Install and
eonnect the battery.
Remove the nuts on the swi teh shaft.

Plaee the top half of the enclosure on to the
lower half while carefully drawing out the
17 leads up to the strain-relief knots.
Secure the top and the bottom halves

of the enclosure with the self-tapping
screw provided. Make sure that the top of
the LED is about level with the front panel
surface.

Receiver
The construction of the receiver is also

straightforward. A few points should be
no ted, though.
The LCdisplay is not fitted direct on to

the board. lnstead, insert it into two 20-
way contact strtps. whieh are previously
soldered on to the board. These contact
strips raise the LC displaya little so that
its face is at the eorrect height for the front
panel of the enclosure.

Fit capacitor C3and crystaI Qr horizon-
tally. Cut off three lO-mm lang pieces of
silver-plated wire (provtded in the kit)
and fit these into the holes for the slide
switch, 51. Solder these wires a t the track
side, making sure they remain vertical.
Next, sold er the terminals of the slide
switch to the free wire ends.
The receiver input leads are fitted and

connected as discussed with the transmit-
ter. The red wire goes to PCB spot ST3, the
black (or white) one to PCB spot ST4. The
battery clip is eonneeted as with the trans-
mitter -the red wire goes to ST1 (s-): the
black wire to ST2 (-).
Fit the PCB with the LC display facing

down into the top half of the enclosure.

o

,..--.....-,~~)

oa::o~~~

Fig. 5. Printed-circuit board for the receiver.
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WIRING ALLOCATION TESTER I
A eomplete kit of parts for the wlrlng
a!loeatlon tester ls available trorn the
designers' exelusive worldwide dis-
tributors (regrettably not in !he USA
and Canaäa):

ELV France
B.P.40
F-57480 Sierck-Ies-Bains
FRANCE
Telephone: +33 82837213
Fax: +33 82838180

Push the PCB down until the face of the
LCD is about level with the front panel
surfaee. Secure the peB with two self-tap-
ping screws at the side of the battery co m-
par tment. Apply a Iittle glue at the side of
the input terminals to seeure the PCB 10-
cally.
Remove the battery eover and place the

bottom half of the enclosure on to the top
half. At the same time, draw out the two
input wires and guide the battery clip
wires to the battery compartment,
through the siot provided. If necessary
adjust the position of the battery clip in
the compartment.
[oin the two enclosure halves with the

serews provided. and install the battery.

The wiri.ng alloeation tester is ready for
use at thls stage. Alignment is not re-
quired. •

COMPONENTS LIST

RECEIVER

Reststors:
R4= 10k
R6:R7= 22k
R2=33k
R9= 82k
Rs;R9= 100k
R, = 20M-ll

Capaeltors:
C,;C2= 33p
C6= 1nO
C4;Cs"" 10n
C3 = 1110 l6V

Semiconductors:
IC2=C04060
IC,= CD4011
10.= C04518
ICs;IC6= C04056
D3=ZPD8V2
D1:02:04;D5= fN4148

Miscellaneous:
Q1 = 32.768 kHz mlniature quartz crystal.
LCO, = 3'A1-digitdisplay.
SI = SPOT slide swlteh.
Oty.1 :battery clip.
Qty, 1: 40-way IC socket (forLC display).
Oty.2: flexible test lead with cröcodile cfip.
39 cm sifvered wire.
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by the Q5 output of IC2may be counted by
IC4aand IC4b.
After counter IC4bhas reached state '9',

a carry is effected to IC4avia the Q4 output
and the enable (EN) input of the respec-
tive counters. In this manner, 16 dock pul-
ses are counted until output Q10 of IC2
changes from low to high.
When that happens, a high pulse

reaches the strobe inputs of de-
coders/LCD drivers ICs and IC6. This
event causes the current BCD counter
value (e.g., 16) to be latched and dis-
played.
Since the most-significant counter,

IC4a, need discriminate only between 0
and 1 (high er values than 16 are do not
occur), Q1 is connected to the least-signi-
ficant input of the associated
decoder /LCD driver, ICs. The next higher
input of ICs, pin 3, is driven by IC3d. If a
short-circuit exists between a conductor
and the reference potential, this gate sup-
plies a permanent logic high level that
causes the input value of ICs to be in-
creased by '2'. As a result, the value '1'
determined by IC4 pin 3 changes into '3'.
Hence, short-circuits in the cable are indi-
cated by the value '36' on the display.
Shortly after the strobe pulse, IC3c

dears IC2 and counters IC4a-IC4bwith the
aid of a delayed (R6-C4)reset pulse. Since
the previously established counter states
are latched in ICs and IC6, the display
reading does not change. When the input
terminals, ST3-ST4, are disconnected, the
display changes to '00' after the next count
cycle. Since the measurement rate is about
30 per second, the display reading follows

the wire probe operations virtually imme-
diately.
For the following description of the

conductor decoding operation, it is as-
sumed that the signal input, ST3, is con-
nected to conductor number 8 in the cable.
In the stand-by state, the transmitter sup-
plies a high level, so that the output of IC3d
is low. As soon as the input signal goes
low, this output changes to high. Capaci-
tor Cs supplies areset pulse to IC2and the
counters in IC4. Next, the count cyde
starts. Counter IC4bcounts the dock pul-
ses supplied by the Q5 output of IC2until
the output of IC3d goes high. In this
example, input ST3 is low for 8 dock pul-
ses, then reverts to high. The resultant low
level at the output of IC3d disables IÜb
and so stops the counters at output state
08.
After 16 dock cycles, Q10 of IC2

changes to high and causes the counter
state to be latched in the LCD drivers. The
readout is '08' in this case. Next, network
R6-C4causes the counters to be reset, and
a new measurement cycle to begin.

The input of IC3dis protected by R4-D2-D3.
The latter is a zener diode because the
circuit has a relatively high series resistor
in the power supply line to minimize the
current drain, and also because 02 alone
would not afford sufficient protection
against serious input overload conditions.
When the receiver is used without a

battery, the circuit is powered by the
transmitter, via the cable wires, the input
terminals ST3-ST4, R4-D2and C3.The lat-
ter is a buffer device wh ich retains suffi-

Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board tor the transmitter.

cient charge to power the receiver circuit
during the low parts of the input signal.
Obviously, the receiver can not work
without a battery if its inputs are either
open or short-circuited.

A frequency of 128 kHz taken from Q8 of
IC2 is applied to the DFIN (display fre-
quency in) terminals of the LCD drivers,
ICCs-IC6, and to the backplane terminal,
pin 2, of the 31n-digit LC display.

Construction
Transmitter
The transmitter is constructed on a single
printed-circuit board. Population of this
board is straightforward with reference to
the parts list and the component overlay
plus photograph in Fig. 3.
Start the construction by fitting the

low-profile parts such as the wire links,
the diodes, ICs and resistors OC sockets
are not used).
Push the terminals of the miniature

switch, SI, as far as possible into the rele-
vant holes, then solder them at the track
side. Solder terminals are not required at
any point during the construction of the
transmitter or the receiver.
Fit the LED such that the lower side of

its plastic body is about 15 mm above the
board surface.
Connect the battery dip wires to sold er

points ST18 (+; red wire) and ST19 (-,
black wire).
Seventeen crocodile dips and flexible

leads are provided with the kit for use in
the transmitter. Arrange the leads into a
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regular colour distribution, and use either
black or white for the separate reference
connection. Insert the free end of each lead
into the respective hole in the side panel
of the top half of the transmitter enclo-
sure. Make a knot in each lead at the inside
of the enclosure to provide a strain-relief.
Leave a lead length of about 10 mm at the
inside of the enclosure. Connect all 16 sig-
nal input leads, and the single reference
lead, to the respective points on the PCB.
Carefully fit the completed PCB into

the lower half of the enclosure. Install and
connect the battery.
Remove the nuts on the switch shaft.

Place the top half of the enclosure on to the
lower half while carefully drawing out the
17 leads up to the strain-relief knots.
Secure the top and the bottom halves

of the enclosure with the self-tapping
screw provided. Make sure that the top of
the LED is about level with the front panel
surface.

Receiver
The construction of the receiver is also

straightforward. A few points should be
noted, though.
The LC display is not fitted direct on to

the board. Instead, insert it into two 20-
way contact strips, which are previously
soldered on to the board. These contact
strips raise the LC displaya little so that
its face is at the correct height for the front
panel of the enclosure.
Fit capacitor C3and crystal Ql horizon-

tally. Cut off three 10-mm long pieces of
silver-plated wire (provided in the kit)
and fit these into the holes for the slide
switch, S1.Solder these wires at the track
side, making sure they remain vertical.
Next, solder the terminals of the slide
switch to the free wire ends.
The receiver input leads are fitted and

connected as discussed with the transmit-
ter. The red wire goes to PCB spot ST3, the
black (or white) one to PCB spot ST4. The
battery clip is connected as with the trans-
mitter -the red wire goes to S'Tl (+); the
black wire to S'TZ H.
Fit the PCB with the LC display facing

down into the top half of the enclosure.

eEc~e8 \U3

~

E~==

~--~~~~d~

~ /*#i'4iMi#.-'
II:I~ fJ ====~~

Fig. 5. Printed-circuit board tor the receiver.
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Push the PCB down until the face of the
LCD is about level with the front panel
surface. Secure the PCBwith two self-tap-
ping screws at the side of the battery com-
partment. Apply a little glue at the side of
the input terminals to secure the PCB 10-
cally.
Remove the battery cover and place the

bottom half of the enclosure on to the top
half. At the same time, draw out the two
input wires and guide the battery clip
wires to the battery compartrnent,
through the slot provided. If necessary
adjust the position of the battery clip in
the compartment.
[oin the two enclosure halves with the

screws provided, and install the battery.

The wiring allocation tester is ready for
use at this stage. Alignment is not re-
quired. •



VIDEO LINE SELECTOR
from an idea by C.J.A. Kuppens

This low-cost line selector is a must tor any one working on television and video
circuits. The reason is plain: an oscilloscope, even when set to TV field or line

triggering, will not usually allow you to study the video content ot one specitic line in
the picture. This is simply because it is re-triggered by every next sync pulse instead
ot a single, user-detined, one. The present instrument ends the hassle in keeping
your scope triggered on a video signal. Applications are manitold and interesting as
you will soon discover. In particular, the 'invisible' test lines transmitted as an extra
service by most TV stations are indispensable tor aligning video circuits as weil as

tor bandwidth- and picture-quality assessment.

LEKTOR

ELECTRONIC~
Although many osciUoscopes offer tWQ

timebase settings and associated sync sep~
ara tors for TV signals, these functions are
often d ifficult to master for the beginner.
For simple TV signals Iike a monochrome
staircase, the TV Held and line trigger
müdes are usually sufficient to eusure a
reasonably stable scope display. For mov-
ing pictures, however, triggering is a COI1-
starrt nuisance. Furthermore, the scope
user often has 110 idea wh ich picture line
he is monitoring.
The funetion of a video line selector is

not unlike that of a ward comparator for,
say, a Jogtc analyzer. Both circuits aJIow
the user to define a certain trigger condi-
tion for the displaying instrument
(usually an oscilloscope). This condition is
necessary to extract only the wanted infor-
mation from a composite signal, and to
prevent all other Information arriving at
the display, where it causes confusion a nd
display irregularity. l n the case of the
logic analyzer, the trigger condition is
defined as a combination of logic levels. In
the case of the video Iine selector, it is
defined as the nurnber of a specific line in
the TV picture. The present circuit has a
block of thurnbwheel or other switches
with BeD outputs to set up a trigger con-
dition for any one of 625 Jines (PAL) in an

interJaced TV picture. As a result, the se-
lected Iine is the first one displayed on the
oscilloscope (depending on the timebase
setting, more lines may follow).

The TV picture
Although it is assumed here that the
reader is familiar with the basic structure
of a TV signal, a few essential points will
be covered br iefly in the interest of the
circuit description. The discussion applies
mostly to the PAL I/B/G TV standards.
A moving TV picture is not aseries of

still images projected on the screen in
rapid succession. Rather. it is produced by
the light emission of individual pixels
(picture elements) at the inside of the pic-
ture tube. These pixels are actuated by a
fast scanning electron beam. The intensity
of this beam ts accurately controlled to
actuate certain pixels, whiJe 'skipping' ad-
jacent ones. In this way, the picture is built
up from many hundreds of thousands pix-
els. Since the actuation and light emission
times of the pixels are finite, the picture
must be 'refreshed' at a sufficiently fast
rate. This is achieved by having the elec-
tron beam perform a scanning movement
as shown in Fig. 1. The picture is. in fact,
composed of two fields, which together

form araster or picture. To allow suffi-
cient time for the blanked beam to travel
from the bottorn of araster to the top of
the next cne, and to prevent display
flicket. the scanning is interlaced, i.e., two
fields are wri tten in succession. After the
blanking perrod (vertical Flyback). the
beam starts to write, in a zig-zag manner,
the first (or 'odd') field, starting at the top
centre of the picture. The number of com-
plete pictures (rasters) is 25 per second,
which is obtained by displaying 50 inter-
laced fields per second.
Since a PAL picture consists of

625 lines, each field must have 312.5 lines
to maintain the correct relations hip with
the other Held due to the interiacing. The
sequence is, therefore, 1·314-2·315-3-316,
etc. (see Ftg. 1).
A number of Iines at the top and the

bottom of the picture shown in Fig. 1 fall
inside the Held blanking and are therefore
not nonnally visible on the TV. On many
older TV sets they can be made visible,
however, by reducing the verticaJ picture
width. In pracnce. about 10% of the avail-
able number of picture lines (625 for rAL)
lall within the vertical flyback (blanking)
perrod. which contains the vertical
synchronization pulse and a number of
other signals.

--- """' ..

Fig. 1. One TV picture (or raster) consists
of two interlaced Ilelds.
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TV lines in a PAL picture ha ve a dura-
tion of 64 us, which eorresponds to a line
frequency of 15,625 Hz. About 52 us of
eaeh line contains picture information ~
the rest (invisible to the left and the right)
ls allocated to the Une blanking Interval.
One picture is built up in 20 rns. i.e., the
vertical sync runs at 50 Hz.

Inside the field blanking
period
At the end of each field (312.5 Iines}, the
seanning beam has to be repositioned to
point to the top of the sereen. The (simpli-
fied) drawings in Fig. 2 show a staircase
video signal in two successive fields. The
raster synchronization pulse starts at in-
stant FDW, the field datum word, and Iasts
2.5H (H ~ one line period). A problem
may oceur with the line synchronization,
whieh must continue during the field
synchronization. Normally. in a eompo-
site video signal, the line synehronization
is detected as a pulse that goes lower than
the reference black (or blanking) level.
Since the field syne pulse already reaches
the lowest possible level, the TV would
miss out on at least 2 line sync pulses if
they were not inserted 'upside-down' in
the field sync Interval. This can be done
with' impunity since most line sync pro-
cessors in TV sets and monitors use the
negative edge of the pulse (in Fig. 2, these
are marked with a small dot),
Since each raster consists of an odd

number of lines, a Held consists of an even
number of lines plus one half line. This
means that instant FDW coineides with
the start of a full Une (number 1) in the
first field, and with the centre of a line
(number 313) in the second field. As a re-
sult. the inverted line-syne pulses oeeur at
different instants in the odd and even
fields. Without special measures, this may
lead to incomplete interlacing and, as a
result, a light display fltcker.
The cause of this (possible) problem

lies with the synchronization separater
circuits in the TV. In generat. the liue- end
field-syne signals are obtained in two
ways with the aid of different circui ts. The
line-sync is obtained by dijjerel1tiatil1g the
sync pulse train. whereas the field-syne is
obtained by iJ'/tegratiug the sync pulse
train. Without going into details on these
operations, it will be c1ear tha t the instant
the field-sync pulse for the first field ar-
rives, it will be one line period (H) after
the last line sync pulse. For the second
Held. however, it follows at only 32 IlS
(O.5H) after the last line sync pulse. This
situation would lead to timing problems
with the regeneration of the field-sync
pulses (obtained from integration, whieh
is a time-based operation) fOT the two
flelds. and, as a resu lt, small, but visible,
interlace imperfections.
The solution to this problern has been

found in the use of equalizing pulses
which precede and follow the field-sync
pulse as shown in Fig. 3. These pulses.
which are 2.35-1.15 Jong. are inserted into
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VIDEO UNE SELECTOR

I ARSTFIEU> I
:.41-------- FJELDBLANKJNG INTERVAL ---------< ••j
I 25H+., ',,,,

• • .
625i1 • • •

622 623 • 2' 2 3 • 5 • 7 " 23 2' --+
Une no.

'SO,,,
I SEcn •• "EU> I

:.41-------- F1ELDBLANK1NGINTERVAL ---------+

309 310 311 312 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 335 336 --+
IIneno.

H 0:: nomInal üne perIod (64I1S)
8 = IIne blankillg IlIlerval (12.±O.3I1S)
FSD = lIeld syne dailim
11 = 1811111gedge oiline syne pillse i00032 - 12

Fig. 2. TV-field transition without equalizing pulses (EBUIPAL standard).

!FIRST F1ELD I
:.41-------- F1ELDBLANK1NG JNTERVAL --------.~ :
I 25H+. I,,

• • • • •11 11 11 11 11 11 11 i.
622 623 624 625 1

'SO
• 5 6 22 23 24-'

lIne no.
2 3

I SECONDFJELDI
: ~4r-------- F1ELDBLANKING lNTERVAL--------+

25H +.

• • •11 11 11 I 11 11 11,
309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 335 336 --+

Une no.

H = lIomlnalline petiod (64...s)
a = IIne blanking Inlerval (IZtO.3 I's)
FSO '" \leId syne dailim
11 '" latung edge olllne syne pulse 900032·13

Fig. 3. 'rv-trerc transition including equalizing pulses to ensure near-perfect interlacing
(EBUIPAL standard).

2.5H-long slots before and after the field-
syne pulse. The frequency of the equali-
zing pulses is 2 tirnes that of the line
frequeney, while their width is half tha t of
a line-sync pulse.
The beneficial effect of the equalizing

pulses is that the integrator output volt-
ages provided by the picture syne separ

ator are made equal for both ftelds. The
result is near-perfect interlaced scanntng.
Although the first 20 hnes after the

field-sync fall within the field blanking
pertod. they are not normally empty (i.e.,
black with no video content). Indeed, the
lines in the blanking pertod are often the
most interesting to the video technician.
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the video Hne selectcr. The heart of the circuit is formed by an integrated synchronization separator, IC1.

lVA5

Depending on the TV station and opera-
ting authorities, lines 15-21 and 328-334
usually contain special test signals. These
video insertion test (VIT) signals may be
fed to an oscilloscope to assess the recep-
tion quality or the response of certain sub-
circuits in the receiver. In a number of
cases, these lines are also used for remote
monitoring of transmitter linearity and
for information exchange between a cen-
tral microwave distribution tower and TV
relay stations. The use of these lines ap-
pears to be Iittle-known, which makes
them even more interesting (also for cer-
tain satellite-TV transmlssions).
In Europe. Teletext is normally carried

in !ines 15, 16, 20, 21, 328, 329, 333 and 334.

The circuit
The practical circuit of the video line se-
lector is fairly simple -see Fig. 4. The cir-
cuit may be divided in two par ts: a sync
separater (leI and lC2) and a counter plus
ward comparator (lC3-1C6).
The circuit has two Inputs and one out-

put. One of the inputs is for the compostte
video signal (cvas at connector KJ), and
the other for the BCD switch block (or
discrete switches) used for setting the
video line number. The output supplies a
CMOS-compatible, digital, signal with a
swing of 5 V for connecting to the trigger
input of an oscilloscope.
The key component in the sync separ-

ator is JCl, a Type LM1881 from National

Semiconductor. This chip contains every-
thing that is necessary to extract the
synchronization pulses from a composite
video signal applied to Its Input, pin 2. In
addition, it is capable of identifying, on
the basis of their different sync-pulse
structures, the odd and even flelds that
make up araster. Only the BURST and
ODD/EVEN outputs are used in the present
application. The BURST output goes low
for about 4 J1s to mark the approximate
locarion of the chrominance colour burst
(4.43 MHz for PAL; 3.58 MHz for NTSC)
on the back porch of the line blanking
period. The burst pulse is used here for
line counting since the LM1881 lacks a
ltne-sync outpur. Provided the timing is
corrected, this can be done with impunity
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VIDEO UNE SELECTOR 11I
BACKGROUND TO VIDEO INSERTION TEST (VIT) LlNES

VIT lines enable the quality of TV reception as weil as the quality of TV and video equipment to be checked and optimized.
A number of test signals are available, and their function is discussed briefly. The contents of the VIT lines are in accordance
with the relevant EBU recommendtions for PAL G!B!I transmissions (CCIR Specification 624-2).
Attention: the use and function of VIT lines are recommendations, not standards. Differences may therefore occur
depending on the type of transmitter (terrestial!satellite; high!low power; TV-band; etc.), as weil on services and broadcast-
ing authority.

VfT fines 17 and 18

IV! t
'.0

0.86
'" '0'

a., .. l 21 20T
Uno.ync 17

S 1.5 3.0 4. 5.8
M ... M M M 1,1
Hz Ih H. H. Hz H.

oss
0.44 _

ca ULY"",----l Multibllrsl

I) Il 22 2630 34 4044411 52 56 6~64 76 84 88 94 100 106 \12 118 124 128-!~·I
tOOO32 ., ..

(a) Relerence barto establish max. black and white levels.
Test: LF-response of receive system.

(b) 2T-pulse for picture resolution assessment. T is the
shortest possible rise-time in a system in which the highest
frequency of a sinusoidal signal is Ic.Hence, T=1!2Ic. In a
PAL TV system, Ic=5 MHz so T=0.1 us. The 2T pulse has
sinusoidal slopes and a width of 0.2 us. Test: amplitude
reduction of the 2T pulse with respect to the reference bar
means lass of high frequencies in the system. For normal
TV reception, a lass of 20% is acceptable.

(c) 20T-pulse for testing chroma- and luminance response
and possible interactions between these components. The
20T pulse is actually a 20T-long chroma burst. Since
20T=0.5 MHz and the chroma frequency is 4.43 MHz,
these components are affected differently by bandwidth
limiting factors in the transmission system. Test: the 20T
pulse serves to identify amplitude and phase distortion:

,00'>3l_'·.

response (1): chroma amplitude reduced

From theory to practice. left-hand oscillogram: lines 17-18. Right-hand oscillogram: lines 330-331.Scope used: Iwatsu 100MHz.

response (2): different phase delays for chroma and
luminance
cornbination of (1) and (2)response (3):

(d) Monochrome staircase for linearity assessment. Steps
are 140-mV level increments. Test: irregular step size
means non-linearity.

(e) Multiburst for frequency response measurement. The
bursts have a nominal amplitude of 420 mVpp and are
preceded by a s-us long 125 kHz reference signal. Test:
high-frequency loss is marked by reduced amplitude,
which is first noted with the last three bursts.

VIT lines 330 and 331

(VI t
t o
0.86

0.65

O.U

0.'

I
12 22 2630 40444B5'-56~f' 7678828692 98 124128(~sl_

_ 2·'"

(I) Staircase with colour subcarrier for differential gain or
phase error detection. The subcarrier level is 280 mVpp.
Ideally, the colour separator in the receiver removes the
luminance component and supplies a 30-~s long 4.43 MHz
burst of 280 mVpp. Test: phase or amplitude irregularities
on the step instants (40-44-48-52-56 us). Use an oscillos-
cope for amplitude test.iand a vectorscope for phase test.

(g) Colour subcarrier signals and extended colour burst for
measurement of intermodulation between chrominance
and luminance components. After filtering out the chroma
subcarrier (4.43 MHz), the luminance level should be con-
stant at 0.65 V. Test: amplitude irregularities occurring
between 78-92 us indicate intermodulation caused by
chroma changes (g1) or luminance changes (g2; subcar-
rier level of 420 mVpp). 0
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I TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 5. Track lay-out and component mounting plan 01the single-sided printed-circuit
board for the line selector.

since every line blanking per iod has Cl rear
porch (wh ether a burst is actually present
in the CVB5signal is irrelevant here).

Both the OOD/EVEN and the BURST stg-
nals are Iengthened by a non-retrigger-
able monostable contained in IC2.

The ODD/EVEN output toggles on the
rising edge of the first equaJizing pulse in
the field-sync pulse for the first field. The
counters in the ward comparator, how-
ever, are preset on the falling edge of this
pulse. Since that instance occurs half-way
through the first line, Cl preset value of 2
(0010) is loaded into lC3 by tying its B-
input to the +5-V Iine. The result, how-
ever, would be that triggering occurs half
a line too early for the first 5 lines, which
requires a correction at the end of the last
equaltztng pulse. Timer rC2b is triggered
on the rising edge of the ODD/EVEN signal.
The Q output of this timer is connected to
the LOAD inputs of the counters TC3, IC4
and ICs. These are actuated on the rising
edge of the clock signa I, when the preset
values are loaded.
The BURST/BACKPORCHsignalsupplied

by the LM1881 is not used direct for con-
trolling the load oper ations in the
counters. lnstead, a non-retriggerable
monostable, TC2a, is used to prevent the
counters being advanced five Iines too
many by the equaIizing pulses. The mono-
time of IC2~ is set to about 48 us by R2-C4.
If the monostable triggers on a equalizing
pulse, this monotime ensures that the next
one is 'skipped'. In principle, the 1110no-
time could be made a little shorter, but
also a !ittle langer, e.g, 62 us or so, to elimi-

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
1 680k
1 68k
1 27k
3 47k 4-way SIL array

Ri
R2
R,
R.;R5;R6

Capacitors:
9 100n
1 1000ceramte
2 lnO
1 1OO~25V radial
1 10~ 10V radial

Ct;CZ;Ca-C14
C,
C4;C5
C6
Cl

Semlconductors:
4 1N4001
1 LM1881
, 74HCT221
3 74HCT162
3 74HCT85
1 7805

Di;D2;D3;D.
ICi
IC2
IC,;IC.;ICs
IC6;IC7;IC.
IC,

Miscellaneous:
1 mains transformer. Options; VR1109

(Block) or 207-863 (RS components
(see text).
PCS terminal block
BNC or phono socket
SNC socket
PCS

Ki
K2
K3
900032
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS
ARTICLE

BCD
CCIR

binary coded decimal
Comite Consultattf Inter-
national de Radio
chroma-video-blanktng-
synchronization
Held datum word
Phase Alternation Une
Video Insertion Test

CVBS

FDW
PAL
VIT

nate the risk of [C2" being triggered by
noise in the blanking period.
The three-digit binary line number

supplied by the three counters is (001-
pa red to a three-dtgtt number set on BCD
switches. The line number ward and
switch ward are applied in groups of
4 bits to the An and Bn inputs of three
cascaded q-bit comparators Type
74HCT85. The A=B output of the last com-
para tor, ICB, goes high if the counted line
number matches the number set on the
BCD switches. This instant marks the trtg-
gering of the oscilloscope timebase, so
that the content of the relevant line is dis-
played. The actual trigger instant coin-
eides with the end of the colour burst at
about 4 us after the positive edge of the
line-sync pulse.
The 5-V regulated power supply of the

circuit is standerd and requires no further
discussion. Provision is made to fit three
different mains transformers, as will be
discussed below.

Construction
The single-stded printed-circuit board for
this project is shown in Fig. 5. Depending
on the enclosure you intend to use. it may
have to be cut into two to separate the
power supply section from the rest of the
circuit.
Start the construction of the main

board by fitting all 14 wire links, followed
by the passive parts. The cornponents in
positions R4, Rs and R6 are preferably a-re-
sistor , 5-pin single-m-ltne (SIL) arrays.
Discrete resistars may also be used if such
arrays are difficult to obtain. In that case,
fit four 47-k.Q resistors upright on to the
board and cut their free terminals shart.
[oin the free terminals with a harizontally
running wire that goes to the PCB hole
marked with a dot.
Voltage regulator lCg can make do

wirheut a heat-sink as it dissipates little
heat.
le sockets are not strictly required but

you may prefer to use them to rnake re-
placement of an IC easier if a fault is 5US-
pected.
Three different types of transformer

may be fitted on the power supply board.
The choice between these depends on
availability and the rnains volta ge (UK:
240 V; other European countries: 220 V).
For operation from 240-V rnains, fit a
2x4.5 V (1.2 VA) transformer from RS
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Prototype of the video line selector fitted in an ABS enclosure. BCO thumbwheel switches
are fitted on the front panel for easy line setting. The video output socket (second from the
lett) enables the instrument to be hooked up in parallel with existing video connections.

Components. For 220-V mains, use either
a Block 1x 9 V (1.5 VA) or a 2x6 V (1.5 VA)
type.lnstall insulated wire links if necess-
ary:

RS 2 x 4.5 V:
Block 1 x 9 V:
Block 2 x 4.5 V:

B-FandA-C
B-EandA-D
A-C; B-F and D-E

The mains is eonnected to terminal block
KI.
The choice of the BCD switches is al!

yours. Thumbwheel switehes with BCD
outputs are ava ilable from several sour-
ces. Their only disadvantages are that
they are usually relatively large and not
as quickly to opera te as rotary types. Be-
fore conneeting the BCD switches to the
circu it. be sure you know the pin asstgn-
ment (A-B-C-D and +/common). A mis-
take here makes the selection of a
particular video Iine a matter of chance. If
in doubt, check out the pin functions of the
switehes you irrtend to use with a
multimeter. The inputs rnarked '1' on the
PCB must be connected to the least-signf-
ficant bit, i.e., the switch terminal whose
output level changes every time the
switeh is opera ted. Sirnilarl y, the termi-
nals that change every second, fourth and
eight swi tch turn are connected to the PCB
pins marked 2, 4, 8 respectively.
The PCB(s) and the BCD switches are

fitted into a suitably sized ASS enc1osure.
The type shown in the photogra phs has an
outside size of 165xl15x75 mm (LxWxH).
A mains socket with integral fuseholder is
fitred on the rear panel. Two video input
sockets are fitted on the front panel to
enable the line se lee tor to be connected in

parallel with an existing video link. Alter-
natively. a single BNC input socket may
be fitted. In that case. a T-junction is used
to make the parallel connection. The trtg-
ger outpu t of the circuit is a BNC socket to
allow ready use of available test cables.

Practical use
Since the LM1881 has a maximum input
voltage rating of 3 Vpp, it is recommended
to provide the input of the circuit with a
10 k.Qlinear potentiometer as a level con-
tro!. Remember that the input impedanee
of the LM1881 is about 10 kQ, and the cvas
signal must be negative-going, i.e. the
sync pulses point down and represent the
lowest instantaneous voltage.
Connect the trigger output of the cir-

cuit to the external trigger input of the
oscilloscope. The composite video signal
is applied simultaneously to the line selec-
tor, the oscilloscope Input and a video
monitor to assist in tuning to a TV station.
Set the scope to exter nal triggering, and
select the TV H+ mode if available. Set the
timebase to 20 us. The scope should d is-
play three successive lines, starting with
the nurnber set on the line selector (Iine 17
is suitable for a start).
Finally, in view of the relattvely fast

signals that occur in TV ptctures, parneu-
larly in the VfT lines, it is recommended
to use an oscilloscope with a bandwidth
of at least 20 MHz. You will notice that a
relatively high trace intensity setting is
required far a elose examination of the test
line contents. •
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Fig. 5. Track lay-out and component mounting plan of the single-sided' printed-circuit
board for the llne selector.

since every line blanking period has a rear
porch (whether a burst is actually present
in the CVBS signal is irrelevant here),
Both the ODD/EVEN and the BURST sig-

nals are lengthened by a non-retrigger-
able monostable contained in JC2.
The ODD/EVEN output toggles on the

rising edge of the first equalizing pulse in
the field-sync pulse for the first field. The
counters in the word comparator, how-
ever, are preset on the falling edge of this
pulse. Since that instance occurs half-way
through the first line, apreset value of 2
(0010) is loaded into JC3 by tying its B-
input to the +5-V line. The result, how-
ever, would be that triggering occurs half
a line too early for the first 5 lines, which
requires a correction at the end of the last
equalizing pulse. Timer IC2b is triggered
on the rising edge of the ODD/EVEN signal.
The Q output of this timer is connected to
the LOAD inputs of the counters JC3, IC4
and ICs. These are actuated on the rising
edge of the dock signal, when the preset
values are loaded.
The BURST/BACK PORCH signal supplied

by the LM1881 is not used direct for con-
trolling the load operations in the
counters. Instead, a non-retriggerable
monostable, IC2a, is used to prevent the
counters being advanced five lines too
many by the equalizing pulses. The mono-
time of IC2a is set to about 48 IJs by R2-C4.
If the monostable triggers on a equalizing
pulse, this mono time ensures that the next
one is 'skipped'. In principle, the mono-
time could be made a littIe shorter, but
also a little longer, e.g, 62 IJSor so, to elimi-
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
PARALLEL PROCESSING FOR FASTER COMPUTING

Scientists and engineers at Hydraulics Re- possible. Systems sold
search Ltd, a company based near Oxford, One form of architecture is the single DAP technology was pioneered in Britain
are involved in the massive task of con- instruction multiple data stream (SIMD) in by International Computers Ltd (ICL) be-
structing a three-dirnensional computer which an array of simple processors is fore the product was taken over by AMT
model of the North Sea. The project aims linked to enable many identical operations for further development. Another British
to simulate the movement of fine sedi- to be done simuiltaneously. The other is user is Queen Mary College, London,
ments and heavy metals under the action the multiple instruction multiple data wh ich provides a DAP service to around
of tides and currents. stream (MI MD) where many more powerful 1000 users world-wide,
For tirne-consuming modelling of this networked processors carry out various re- Last September, AMT had sold 69 DAP

kind, increased use is being made in Britain lated operations at the same time. systems to universities, government de-
of parallel-processing computers. These The Distributed Array of Processors partment and industrial users. Of these, 25
have many processors operating in paral- (DAP) from Active Memory Technology were in the United Kingdom, 37 in the
lei, enabling many tasks to be carried out (AMT) is an established example of an USA, six in Continental Europe, and one
concurrently. In this way, data needed for SIMD parallel computer. It is this make that in Japan. Applications range from molecu-
constructing models can be obtained much is used for both the Hydraulics Research and lar physics and medical imaging to fluid
faster than by conventional single- ,...---------------------, dynamics and radar processing.
processor serial computers. One of the most recent contracts
Among other uses of parallel pro- has been from the US Army for a DAP

cessing is the design of new genera- 610 (cost $360,000) for mounting in a
tions of aero engines whose develop- helicopter to process airborne scanner

!! "'"l'l;

ment depends on the availability of imagery for minefield detection.
fast computing. At Derby, Rolls- As Britain's premier computer
Royce is exploring the potential of manufacturer, ICL has a continuing
parallel processing as a tool for interest in developing parallel-pro-
speeding up the study of airflow cessing machines. It is currently the
through engines as well as for pre- prime contractor in a consortium of
dicting stress and vibration of engine European companies that work to-
components. gether as part of an Esprit 2 project,

EP 2025 (European Dec1arative Sys-
tems) to build an MIMD type paral1el
computer that uses off-the-shelf RISC
computer chips.

Britain has been responsible for
developing the key component used
today in several MIMD parallel-pro-
cessing computers. This is the trans-
puter, a British invention developed
by Inmos.

In 1985, six members of the team
that developed the Inmos transputer
set up Meiko Scientific to exploit it
for parallel processing.

Meiko has developed a computer
cal1ed Computing Surface, a reconfig-
urable and expandable machine in

which the application software is used to
alter the geometry of connexions between
processors to suit the problem. Because it
contains a large number of networked
transputers, each one a computer with its
own processor and memory, this will carry
out a variety of different operation simul-
taneously. Rolls-Royce is currently experi-
menting with such a computer.
To date, more than 200 Computing Sur-

face machines have been sold to industrial,
military and research customers. Meiko's

by Brian Kellock

Expertise exploited
EIsewhere, parallel processing is
playing a vital role in fundamental
scientific and medical research. For
the Imperial Cancer Research Fund in
London as part of an international
collaborative project to map the
human genome, holder of the "blue-
print of life", parallel processing
promises to speed up the process of
cracking its code considerably.
In these applications and others

like them, it is the parallel computers
and processing expertise of British
companies that are being exploited.
Such applications represent the lead-
ing edge in the industrial use of a technol-
ogy for which the United Kingdom is pio-
neering both hardware and software.
Parallel processing is developing

mainly along two lines. These are deter-
mined by the type of problems to be sol-
ved and are reflected in the architecture of
the computers. In both cases, the object is
speed with the one-operation-at-a-tirne
concept of the conventional computer
being replaced by architectures that make
multitudes of simultaneous operations

The DAP 610 parallel processing computer contains 4096
single-bit processors and will perform up to 40 billion

operations per second.

Imperial Cancer Research Fund projects.
There are two vers ions of DAP: the

DAP 610 with an array of 4096 one-bit pro-
cessors, each with up to 64 kbits of local
memory; and the DAP 510, wh ich has 1024
processors.
In operation, al1 of a DAP'S one-bit pro-

cessors will do the same task, but each
uses different data. Large amounts of input
data can be split into parallel streams for
simultaneous processing at up to 40 billion
operations per second.
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largest one is at Edinburgh University,
where the Edinburgh Concurrent Super
Computer Project now operates the largest
parallel computer in Europe. With 400
processors, this can perform 400 million
arithmetic calculations per second.

World leader
Inrnos's Type T800 transputer is the basic
component of a parallel-processing com-
puter developed by Southampton Uni ver-

PARALLEL PROCESSING FOR FASTER COMPUTING I
sity and its co-partners of the now com-
pleted Esprit 1 Reconfigurable Transputer
Project 1085.
What began in 1985 as a research pro-

ject resulted in 100 man-years in a com-
mercially available reconfigurable com-
puter. With the use of architecture devel-
oped at Southampton, up to 1024 trans-
puters can be linked in a single machine.
Southampton University is continuing

to help maintain the country's position as

a world leader in the development and ap-
plication of parallel processing.
It is especially active in working on new

communications architectures aimed at en-
hancing communication between proces-
sors at large bandwidths. Poor communica-
tion is a weakness currently limiting the
number of processors that can be put to-
gether. In this work, the university believes
itself to be ahead of the rest of the world .•
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TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN CRIME DETECTION

by David Pead

When robbers hijacked a lorry carrying
f300,000 worth of cigarettes in London,
they thought the police had been left far
behind as they lost themselves in the
city's busy rush-hour traffic. They did not
realize that the lorry contained a low-fre-
quency transmitter that broadcast its posi-
tion wherever it went. The thieves were
soon arrested.
The system, called Datatrak, was de-

veloped by Securicor- Wimpey, the private
security firm, and the speedy tracking of
the hijacked cigarette lorry was so r--------------:--------..,-,.,
impressive that police forces around
Britain are studying other possible
uses.
Vehicles are fitted with a computer

that picks up signals from transmit-
ters all over the country. The com-
puter uses these to plot the vehicle's
position against a grid reference map
and then relays it to a network of base
stations. The base stations determine
the position of the vehicle within sec-
onds to an accuracy of 50 metres.
The innovation is just one of the

many crime prevention techniques
developed by British experts that are
making life much harder for criminals.
Perhaps the most important ad-

vance of the past five years is the ge-
netic fingerprinting technique that is
now used all over the world. This en-
ables any individual to be identified
from a drop of blood or sativa as
uniquely as if his fingerprints had
been taken. When the technique was
first used by British officers on a dif-
ficult case involving the murder of
two teenage girls, it immediately
showed that their prime suspect was
in fact innocent.

Murderer caught
As the murders had taken place in a nor-
mally quiet country area in Leicestershire,
police officers asked local people if they
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would volunteer to take the genetic test to
help narrow the inquiry.
Eventually, 5000 men provided sm all

sampIes of blood for analysis. The mur-
derer was discovered when one of the vol-
unteers told police that a work colleague
had tried to persuade hirn to take the test
for hirn. Tests on the colleague proved
positive and he is now serving a life sen-
tence in prison.
The technique was developed by Dr

Alex leffries at Leicester University and

The pattern of chemical signals in the DNA moleeule is unique
to every individual and it can be represented graphically.

British police can now use these patterns to take bodily traces,
such as blood or saliva, and connect them to one person.

depends on hyper-variable mini-satellites
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that occur
in the chromosomes of every body cell,
These small segments of DNA are dot-

ted about the chromosomes in patterns that

are unique to every individual. Dr leffries
and his team discovered a segment of ge-
netic material that can be used to probe for
these mini-satellites. The probe splits up
the genes and generates a pattern of bands
that can be printed on x-ray film.
Identifying criminals has always been

one of the most difficult parts of police
work, and genetic fingerprinting has now
given officers another effective tool that
can be used in a completely new area.

Visual memory
Many crimes are solved through wit-
nesses identifying those responsible.
Traditionally, this has meant witnesses
poring over albums of photographs of
know criminals or attempting to de-
scribe the suspect's features from
memory to a police artist, who at-
tempts to draw a likeness based on the
description or build an image with the
aid of identikit equipment.

Witnesses looking through photo-
graph albums can soon become con-
fused by the sheer mass of faces that
they see. Identikit systems, where wit-
nesses build up faces from pre-drawn
segments, can also prove confusing
and police artists are always depen-
dent on how good the witness is at ar-
ticulating visual memories.

Researchers at the Government's
scientific and research branch of the
Horne Office have now come up with
a system called E-Fit that appears to
overcome some of these problems.

Working with a psychology team
from Aberdeen University, they have
designed the system so that witnesses'
memories are actually enhanced rather
than put under pressure. Witnesses de-

scribe the most striking thing they remem-
ber about the criminal. From a computer
library of all the main variations of facial
features that are possible, equivalent fea-
tures are shown on screen one at a time.



largest one is at Edinburgh University,
where the Edinburgh Concurrent Super
Computer Project now operates the largest
parallel computer in Europe. With 400
processors, this can perform 400 million
arithmetic calculations per second.

World leader
Inmos's Type T800 lransputer is the basic
component of a parallel-processing corn-
puter developed by Southampton Univer-

PARALLEL PROCESSING fOR fASTER COMPUTING

sity and its co-partners of the now com-
pleted Esprit I Reconfigurable Transputer
Project 1085.
What began in 1985 as a research pro-

ject resulted in 100 man-years in a com-
mercially available reconfigurable com-
puter, With the use of architecture devel-
oped at Southampton, up to 1024 trans-
puters can be Iinked in a single machine.
Southampton University is coruinuing

10 help rnaintain the country's position as

a world leader in the development and ap-
plication of parallel processing.
lt is especially active in working on new

comrnunicaricns architectures aimed at en-
hancing communication between proces-
sors at large bandwidths. Paar communica-
tion is a weakness currently lirniting the
number of processors that can be pur to-
gether. In this work, the university believes
itself to be ahead of the rest of the world .•

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN CRIME DETECTION

When robbers hijacked a lorry carrying
DOO,OOO worth of cigarettes in London,
they thought the police had been left far
behind as they lost themselves in the
city's busy rush-hour traffic. They did not
realize that the lorry contained a low-fre-
quency transmitter that broadcast its posi-
tion wherever it went. The thieves were
soon arrested.
The system, called Datatrak, was de-

veloped by Securicor-Wimpey, the private
security firm, and rhe speedy tracking of
the hijacked cigarette lorry was so ,---------------------,
impressive that police forces around ~ .t
Britain are studying other possible ,:: "::;~ ~;
uses. I I"

I'.' "Vehic1es are fitted with a computer tf '" ,

that picks up signals frorn transmit- :t '::'
ters alt over the country. The com- .. Ä -"
puter uses these to plot the vehicle's ........ ~
position against a grid referenee map
and then relays it to a network of base
stations. The base stations determine
the position of the vehic1e within sec-
onds to an accuracy of 50 metres.
The Innovation is just one of the

many crime prevention techniques
developed by British experts that are
making life much harder for criminals.
Perhaps the rnost important ad-

vance of the past five years is the ge-
netic fingerprinting technique that is
now used all over the world. This en-
ables any individual to be identified
from a drop of blood or saliva as
uniquely as if his fingerprints had
been taken. When the technique was
first used by British officers on a dif-
ficult ease involving the murder of
two teenage girls, it immediately
showed that their prime suspect was
in facr innccent.

Murderer caught
As the rnurders had taken place in a 110r-
mally quier country area in Leicestershire,
police officers asked local people if they
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by David Pead

would volunteer to take the genetic test to
help narrow the inquiry.
Eventually, 5000 men provided small

sam pies of blood for analysis. The mur-
derer was discovered when one of the vol-
unteers told police that a work eolleague
had tried to persuade him to take ihe test
for hirn. Tests on the colleague proved
positive and he is now serving a life sen-
tence in prison.
The technique was developed by Dr

Alex leffries at Leicester University and
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The pattern of chemicalsignals in Ihe ONAmoleeuleis unique
to every individualand lt can be represented graphically.

Brilishpolicecan nowuse Ihese patterns 10 take bodilyIraces,
such as blood or sallva, and eonnect thern 10one person.

depends on hyper-variable rnini-satellites
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that oecur
in the chromosomes of every body cell.
These small segments of DNA are dot-

ted about the chromosomes in patterns that

are unique to every individual. Dr Jeffries
and his team discovered a segment of ge-
netic material that can be used to probe for
these mini-satellites. The probe splits up
the genes and generares a pattern of bands
that can be printed on x-ray film.
Identifying criminals has always been

one of the most difficult parts of police
work, and genetic fingerprinting has now
given officers another effecrive tool that
can be used in a completely new area.

Visual memory
Many crimes are solved through wit-
nesses identifying those responsible.
Tradirionally, this has meanr witnesses
poring over albums of photographs of
know criminals or attempting to de-
scribe rhe suspect's features from
memory to a police artist, who at-
tempts to draw a likeness based on the
description or build an image with the
aid of identikit equipment.

Witnesses looking through photo-
graph albums can soon become con-
fused by the sheer mass of faces that
they see. ldentikit systems, where wit-
nesses build up faces from pre-drawn
segments, can also prove confusing
and police artists are always depen-
dent on how good the witness is at ar-
ticulating visual memories.

Researchers at the Governrnent's
scientific and research branch of the
Horne Office have now come up with
a system called E-Fit that appears to
overcome same of these problems.

Working with a psychology team
from Aberdeen University, they have
designed the system so that wirnesses'
memories are actually enhanced rather
than put under pressure. Witnesses de-

scribe the most striking thing they remem-
ber about the criminal. From a cornputer
library of all the main variations of facial
features that are possible, equivalent fea-
tures are shown on screen one at a time.
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When the witness is happy with a par-
ticular feature (such as a curly moustache
or a cauliflower ear), the next feature he
Of she remembers is subjected ro the same
process of identificarion.

Featureslibrary
Eventually, the computer presents all the
chosen features together in a suggested
face likeness on the screen, and the wit-
ness can then alter it in any way to get it
right. The face can be widened, f1attened,
or strctched in any conceivable way to
make the likeness conform as accurately
as possible to rhe witness's mernory.
When the systern was put on trial in a

number of British police forces, arrests
50011 followed. In one force, a man who
had committed a sexual assaulr was
caught by a unifonned officer referring ro
the E-Fil likeness the very first time the
system was used.

In another force, the E-Fit compiled by
a policewoman in a murder ca se was di-
rectly responsible for the rnurderer's even-
tual arrest.
The systern's developers at first con-

centrated only on building a Iibrary of the
facial features of white males. They be-
lieve that good likenesses of 99.9% of the
British population of white males can now
be made in E-Fit. As the system seems to
be operating weil in police forces, work
has !lOW begun on building Iibraries cov-
ering white warnen and ethnic minori-
ties, as weil as making up whole-body
cornposites,
The system will eventually link in to

FACES, another development from the re-
search group. This is an updating of the old
photographie albums of known criminals
and is proving very successful.
Photos of known criminals are stored in

a ccmputer, but before a witness looks at

any he gives the police officer as good a
description as possible. This description is
fed into the computer, which breaks down
the key elements, such as "big nose and a
mole on his cheek",

Likely suspects
The computer then sorts all its photographs
and will only offer known criminals with
big noses and moles on their cheeks. It
presents them on a screen in small groups,
starting with the criminals with the closest
Iikeness to the witness's description.

If the wirness says none of them is the
criminal, the computer will affer the next
closest possibilities-perhaps those with a
slightly smaller nose, but still with a mole
on the cheek.
This cuts down by an enonnous amaunt

the number of photographs wirnesses have
to look at, as weil as quickly offering up
the most likely suspects. •

ROBOTSFORTHERAGTRADE

Robots with built-in sewing machines are
about to revolutionize the garment indus-
try in Britain-known traditionally as the
rag trade-by producing made-to-rneasure
clothes within 24 hours of order,
Manufacturers predict that by the year

2000 clothes shops will be stocked with
sampie garments only. The customer will
be measured, the data transmitted to the
factory, and the clothes tailored by robots
[Q the customer's needs, bank balance and
body shape.
This radical change in the world of the

seamstress is already being introduced by
wholesale cJothing manufacturers, but
there is still one garment the robot finds
difficult to make. Ask it, for instance, to
make a pair of underpants and, to coin a
popular phrase, ir definitely gets its knick-
ers in a twist.
However, ihis problem will soon have

been resolved by a E171,000 project at
Hull University where 15 robots, linked to
sewing machines, have been programmed
to make a pair of underpants for men or
knickers for wornen every 30 seconds.
Sponsored by Corah, a garment manu-

facrurer from Leicesrer, who supplies
briefs to large retailers such as Marks &
Spencer, the project is backed by the
Clothing Technology Centre, responsible
for prornoting good design in the industry.

Problematical production
The research team is led by Dr Aruony
Wilkinson and Professor Paul Taylor. It
has lang been possible to provide auto-

by Jim Kelsey

mated production lines for clorhing, pro-
vided they are dedicated to a particular de-
sign of garment.
Briefs and knickers present great prob-

lems to a labeur-intensive industry. A rypi-
cal pair of briefs is made from four pieces
of cloth, two of which are roughly triangu-
lar for the front and back. Two squares are
required to make up the gusset, At the start
of the producnon line are stacks of cloth,
cut in bulk and the robot has to pick up
one for every garment made.
Inititally, this task proved impossible.

The robot dropped the piece and could not
pick it up with his pincers. However, some
years ago for another projecr, Hull Univer-
siry researchers developed the Kemp grip-
per, wh ich blew air on 10 the top of the
stack of material to be sewn, causing the
fabric edges to lift. A thin pincer could
then slide in and pick up the top piece.
This technique was taken up in the lat-

est project and now enables the robor to
handle the fabric.
In the manufacture of underpants, the

first two sewing operations create a piece
of cloth shaped like an hour-glass, with a
double thickness gusset sewn to the two
triangles. At this stage it is still two-di-
mensional and can be laid flat on a con-
veyor bell.
After the next stage, where on of the

waist seams is sewn and elastic run along
the leg hole, the half-completed briefs turn
into a tangle of cloth and elastic which is a
complex shape difficult 10 describe in
computerized modelling programs.

Central computer
The Hull team has had to overcome nu-
merous problems. The double-knit cotton
used for briefs has a good deal of Iint on
its surface which causes rucking in align-
ment and the fubric tends to stretch. Such
difficulties have had to be avercame in
creating the hardware and software to
make underwear.
The technicians are using a central

computer to control a number of personal
computers, each responsible for a single,
complex operation, such as destacking or
stitching a gusset. The computers take
data from sensors and send commands to
the robots which then begin production.
The researchers are using RTX rabots

built by one of Britain's largest manufac-
turers, UM!. This firm specializes in edu-
cational robotics, producing thousands af
robots for research purposes and de-
signed to perform boring and dirty jobs
in industry.
At Hull, an electrostatic gripper has

been designed that can lift not only fab-
ric, but paper, leather, nylon and carbon
fibre. It makes the fabric stick to a flat
plate with the aid of only a 9 V battery,
There is practically no such thing as a

standard body shape, so, for the cus-
torner, rabot production is good news.
In shops, purchasing staff will be able

to see the tatest trousers, hats or socks
before a manufacturer begins making
prototypes. The same data will be fed
into the bulk cutting machine and used
for costings. •
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When the witness is happy with a par-
ticular feature (such as a curly moustache
or a cauliflower ear), the next feature he
or she remembers is subjected to the same
process of identification.

Features Iibrary
Eventually, the computer presents all the
chosen features together in a suggested
face likeness on the screen, and the wit-
ness can then alter it in any way to get it
right. The face can be widened, flattened,
or stretched in any conceivable way to
make the likeness conform as accurately
as possible to the witness's memory.
When the system was put on trial in a

number of British police forces, arrests
soon followed. In one force, a man who
had committed a sexual assault was
caught by a uniformed officer referring to
the E-Fit likeness the very first time the
system was used.

In another force, the E-Fit compiled by
a policewoman in a murder case was di-
rectly responsible for the murderer's even-
tual arrest.
The systern's developers at first con-

centrated only on building a library of the
facial features of white males. They be-
lieve that good likenesses of 99.9% of the
British population of white males can now
be made in E-Fit. As the system seems to
be operating weil in police forces, work
has now begun on building libraries cov-
ering white wornen and ethnic minori-
ties, as weil as making up whole-body
eomposites.
The system will eventually link in to

FACES, another development from the re-
search group. This is an updating of the old
photographic albums of known criminals
and is proving very successful.
Photos of known criminals are stored in

a computer, but before a witness looks at

any he gives the police officer as good a
description as possible. This description is
fed into the computer, which breaks down
the key elements, such as "big nose and a
mole on his cheek".

Likely suspects
The computer then sorts all its photographs
and will only offer known criminals with
big noses and moles on their cheeks. It
presents them on a screen in small groups,
starting with the criminals with the closest
likeness to the witness's description.
If the witness says none of them is the

criminal, the computer will offer the next
closest possibilities-perhaps those with a
slightly smaller nose, but still with a mole
on the cheek.
This cuts down by an enormous amount

the number of photographs witnesses have
to look at, as weil as quickly offering up
the most likely suspects. •

ROBOTS FOR TUE RAG TRADE

Robots with built-in sewing machines are
about to revolutionize the garment indus-
try in Britain-known traditionally as the
rag trade-by producing made-to-measure
clothes within 24 hours of order.
Manufacturers predict that by the year

2000 clothes shops will be stocked with
sampIe garments only. The customer will
be measured, the data transmitted to the
factory, and the clothes tailored by robots
to the customer's needs, bank balance and
body shape.
This radical change in the world of the

seamstress is already being introduced by
wholesale clothing manufaeturers, but
there is still one garment the robot finds
diffieult to make. Ask it, for instance, to
make a pair of underpants and, to coin a
popular phrase, it definitely gets its knick-
ers in a twist.
However, this problem will soon have

been resolved by a E171,000 project at
Hull University where 15 robots, linked to
sewing machines, have been programmed
to make a pair of underpants for men or
knickers for women every 30 seconds.
Sponsored by Corah, a garment manu-

facturer from Leicester, who supplies
briefs to large retailers such as Marks &
Spencer, the project is backed by the
Clothing Technology Centre, responsible
for promoting good design in the industry.

Problematical production
The research team is led by Dr Antony
Wilkinson and Professor Paul Taylor. It
has long been possible to provide auto-

by Jim Kelsey

mated production lines for clothing, pro-
vided they are dedicated to a particular de-
sign of garment.
Briefs and knickers present great prob-

lems to a labour-intensive industry. A typi-
cal pair of briefs is made from four pieces
of cloth, two of whieh are roughly triangu-
lar for the front and back. Two squares are
required to make up the gusset. At the start
of the production line are stacks of cloth,
cut in bulk and the robot has to pick up
one for every garment made.
Inititally, this task proved impossible.

The robot dropped the piece and could not
pick it up with his pincers. However, some
years ago for another project, Hull Uni ver-
sity researchers developed the Kemp grip-
per, wh ich blew air on to the top of the
stack of material to be sewn, causing the
fabric edges to lift. A thin pincer could
then slide in and pick up the top piece.
This technique was taken up in the lat-

est project and now enables the robot to
handle the fabrie.
In the manufacture of underpants, the

first two sewing operations create a piece
of cloth shaped like an hour-glass, with a
double thickness gusset sewn to the two
triangles. At this stage it is still two-di-
mensional and can be laid flat on a con-
veyor belt.
After the next stage, where on of the

waist seams is sewn and elastic run along
the leg hole, the half-completed briefs turn
into a tangle of cloth and elastic which is a
complex shape difficult to describe in
eomputerized modelling programs.

Central computer
The Hull team has had to overeome nu-
merous problems. The double-knit cotton
used for briefs has a good deal of lint on
its surface which causes rucking in align-
ment and the fabric tends to stretch. Such
difficulties have had to be overcome in
creating the hardwareand software to
make underwear.
The technicians are using a central

computer to control a number of personal
computers, each responsible for a single,
complex operation, such as destacking or
stitching a gusset. The computers take
data from sensors and send eommands to
the robots which then begin production.
The researehers are using RTX robots

built by one of Britain's largest manufac-
turers, UMI. This firm specializes in edu-
cational robotics, producing thousands of
robots for research purposes and de-
signed to perform boring and dirty jobs
in industry.
At Hull, an electrostatic gripper has

been designed that can lift not only fab-
rie, but paper, leather, nylon and carbon
fibre. It makes the fabric stick to a flat
plate with the aid of only a 9 V battery.
There is practieally no such thing as a

standard body shape, so, for the cus-
tomer, robot production is good news.
In shops, purehasing staff will be able

to see the latest trousers, hats or socks
before a manufaeturer beg ins making
prototypes. The same data will be fed
into the bulk cutting maehine and used
for costings. •
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Q METER
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Among the main electrical properties of an inductor are its self-inductance, its
quality (0) factor and its self-resonance frequency. An instrument to measure the
o factor is described here. Based on resonance frequency measurement, the
instrument can be used tor testing inductors at frequencies up to about 50 MHz.

Many electronics experimentalists shy
away from the design and use of inductors
because they feel that these components
are difficult to test and measure. Also,
often owing to lack of experience and suit-
able test instruments, these constructors
are not always aware of the relative im-
portance and meaning of inductor proper-
ti es like the self-inductance and the
quality factor. Instruments for measuring
self-inductance have been described for
low-frequency and high-frequency induc-
tors in Ref. 1 and Ref. 2 respectively. The
Q-factor, which is equally irnportant for
many applications, may be measured at
reasonable accuracy with the present in-
strument. The Q meter discussed Is not
intended for Jaboratory use where high
accuracy and repeatability are prime con-
siderauons. Rather. it is Cl low-cost test
instrument for comperanve Q measu re-
ments wi th an accuracy of about 10%. Its
usable frequency range extends from
70 kHz to about 50 MHz, while Q factors
up to about 200 can be measured with
reasonable accuracy.

The principle
Si nce Q factor measu rement is covered in
detail in many electronics textbooks, a
recap may suffice to exp lain the basic
operation of the instr'umen t -see Fig. 1.

A generator, G, with an internal resist-
ance Re is eonnected to an inductor and a
variable capacitor. The voltage aeross the
eapacitor, Uo, is measured. The induetor,
L«, is aetually a eombination of an induct-
ance and a series resistanee, Rs. The vari-
able capactror is adjusted unti I the L-C
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Fig. 1. Principle 01a factor measurement.

tuned cireuit resonates at the frequeney
set on the generator. At the resonant fre-
queney, 0) (= 2rc[>, the voltages on the ca-
pacitor and the induetor are in opposite
phase. so that

U(L,J/UC = wL,/(Rc+R,) = QL

In other word s, the loaded Q factor. QL, is
the inverse of the lass faetor of the indu c-
tor. The higher its Q, the better the induc-
tor, or in more praetical terms, the more
selecttve the parallel- or a series-tuned cir-
cuit that can be made by connecting it to a
capacitor.

From the above formula, the interna!
resistanee of the generator, RG, deter-
mines the Q faetor along with the self-in-
ductance, the resonant frequency and the

inductor' s internal resistance. Assuming
that Rc«Rs, the real (or unloaded) Q fac-
tor may be caIculated frorn

The unloaded Q factor exists in theory
only since there is always a generator re-
sistance, however smalI.

A few points should be no ted here. The
loss resistance, Rs, is not simply the res ist-
ance measured by. say. an ohmmeter. For
most small induetors, the d.c. resistanee is
formed by the wire turns and rernains
smaller than 1 Q or so. The actual value of
Rs, however. is a function of frequency
because it is deterrnined by the skin-effect
which forees lugh-frequency currents to
be 'pushed' towards the surface of the
wire. The skin effect thus reduees the ef-
fective wire diameter and increases ohmic
losses in the inductor owing to dissipa-
tion. As a result, Rs of an inductor is often
mueh higher than the ohmie resistance.
The second point to note is evident

from the equations: the internal resistance
of the generarer must be as low as possible
to prevent large deviations of the
measu red Q factor of inductors with a
relatively small Re.

Finally, losses in the tuning cepacitor
and stray capacitance in the test circuit
may !ower the measured Q factor. In prae-
tiee, deviations of up to 10% must be
allowed for. but these are not usually a
problem in practical eleetronies work.

A more practical approach to Q factor
measurement is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
voltage across an L-C tuned circuit is
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Fig. 2 3-dB bandwidth test method tor es-
tablishing the Q faetor of an inductor in a
tuned circuit.

measured at the resonant frequency. This
voltage is called the refereuce level, Ures.

Next, the generator is tuned up and down
to determine the frequencies at which the
voltage drops to 0.71 Ures. These two fre-
quencies are the -3-dB rcll-off points, and
the range between them is the 3-dB band-
width, B. A parallel combination of an
ideal capaeitor and inductor would result
in a tuned circuit with an infinitely small
bandwidth. In practice, however, there
are small losses. so that

This test method may be applied in prac-
tice with the aid of an RF signal generator
to supply the required signal at the reson-
ant frequency, and an oscilloscope to find
the -3 dB points. Care should be taken,
however, to couple these instr'uments as
Iightly as possible to the tuned circuit.
Also, the previously mentioned lass fac-
tors in Land C, as well as stray inductance
and capacitance, must be taken into ac-
count.

Procticol circuit
All the ingredients mentioned in the C011-

text of theoretical Q measurement are
found back in the circuj t diagram in Fig. 3.

The RF signal generator is realized by
an ampli tude-controlled oscillator, T5
with six frequency ranges. The oscillaror
is tuned by a variable capadtor, C13, at the
pole of the range selector, SI. Amplitude
stabilization is achieved by rectifying the
oscillator output signal and using the di-
reet voltage so obtained to contral the cur-
rent sunk by differential amplifier Tl-Tz.
The RF rectifier for this purp05e is formed
by Cs and 01-D2. The latter are two Schott-
ky-barrier diodes Type HP2800 from
Hewlett Packard. The voltage at the gate
of FET T4 goes more negative as the oscil-
la tor amplitude increases. Since the arn-
plification of Tl is inversely related to the
negative control voltage. a tendency of the
oscillator to produce a lugher output volt-
age is counteracted by a srnaller gain of Tt.
When the osciLiator starts, C5 is rapidly
charged end causes the gain contral cir-

cuit to reduce the output amplitude until
a stable level is achieved.

The function of the amplitude stabili-
zation circuit is, of course, bound by prac-
tical Limits. The actual oscillator output
voltage varies between 0.9 Vpp and 1.6 Vpp
a t the lowest frequency in any range (C13
set to ma ximum capacitance). This va ri-
ation may be greater in the highest fre-
quency range as stray capacitance and
inductance in the circuit become sigrufi-
cant.

FETs T6 and T7 form a complementary
power output amplifier capable of driving
the 50-Q RF test output. Kr, and imped-
ance transformer La. The quiescent cur-
rent of the power output stage is
determined by PI, which Is adjusted for
minimum d istortion of the oscillator out-
put signal.

Switch S2 selects between the rectified
oscillator output voltage (position B) and
the rectified voltage developed across
tuning control C24 (position A). Both volt-
ages are obtained with the aid of virtually
identical MOSFET buffers, T8/To, which
are followed by signal rectifiers 03-04-
C23/0S-06-C27. The ra tio of the resonant
voltage to the reference voltage (= oscilla-
tor output voltage) is a direct measure of
the Q factor of the inductor, L«

lnductor La forms a wideband irnped-
ance transformer to ensure a low gener-
ator se ries resistance and stray
capacitance. The importance of these
characteristics is evident from the earlier
discussion on basic Q measurement.

Opamp ICI forms the meter output
driver. The maximu m output voltage of
2 V corresponds to a Q 01 abcut 200. The
actual read-out may be digital Oll a ready-
made 3-digit LCO module. or analogue on
a sma!1 moving-coil meter with a full-scale
deflection of 2 V.

The circuit is powered by a symmetr i-
cal ±5 V supply obtained in a conventional
mann er by creating a virtual ground with
the aid of an opamp, IC3. The input volt-
age to the circuit may be unregulated be-
tween 12 VDC and about 18 VDC
supplied by a lew-power mains adapter.
The current consurnption of the circuit is
smaller than 30 mA.

11used, the LCD must be powered by
aseparate battery, which will provide
ample power for at least 200 hours of
operation.

Construction
The first and foremost consideration that
must be given to the construction of the
Instrument is to keep the connections be-
tween the inductor under test and the ter-
minals marked Lx as short as possible.
This is the reason thar the printed-circuit
board (see Fig. 4) is fitted vertically be-
hind the front panel of the enclosure, a
Type LC850 lrom Telet. which has been
used for previous instruments in this
series,

Inductor LB
Start the construction by winding La as

shown in Fig. 5. Use 0.5 mm dia. ena-
melled cop per wire. Winding A is simple
to make because it consists of 40 turns on
the ferrite ring core. Spread the turns
evenly along the core, and at the same
time ensure that the connections end up
elose together.
The low-i mpedance windiug. B, con-

sists of ten parallel-connected sub-wind-
ings on the ring core. Each of these
sub-windings is formed by -Y4 wire turn,
the top and lower connection of which are
connected to others by common wires that
run round the outside of the ring core.
First, make the ten sub-windings from 20-
mm long pieces of enamelled cop per wire,
of which the enamel must be carefully
removed over a length of about 1 mm at
both ends. Next, cut off two 65-mm long
pieces of the same wire, and remove the
enamel at the ends as weIl as at ten loca-
tions at 6-mm intervals. Clamp the ten
sub-windings on to the ring core; the con-
nections are at the outside. Run ehe first
common wire around the outside of the
core and join the ten top connections of the
sub-wtndmgs. Next, do the same with the
second common wire and the lower con-
nections of the sub-windings. Press the
cornmon wires in place and bring their
free ends together. Connect the B termi-
nals to the respective points on the PCB
-the wire that joins the top connections
of the sub-windings goes to ground on the
pcs. Sold er the A terminals to the respec-
tive PCB connections.
The Type G.2-3/FT16 ring co re from

Mieremetals may be hard to Hndlocally.
To enable constructors to find equival-
ents, the main electrical characteristtcs of
it are given beIO\'I/.

outside diameter:
inside d iameter:
height:
relative permeability (/-.L):
AL value:
frequency range:

16mm
9.6mm
6.3 mm
4300

3280-5500
0.1-50 MHz

Printed-circuit board
The pr-inted-circuit board for the Q meter
is double-sided but not through-plated.
The large copper surface at the component
side forms an earth plane to assist in RF
decoupling.

Mount the six trimmer capacitors on to
the board, making sure that they are sol-
dered rapidly to prevent deformaticn of
the PTFE material by overheating. Next,
fit the associated six inductors. Note that
these are mounted alternately verncally
and horizontally to prevent inductive
coupling. As a further precaution, reverse
the orientaticn of every second inductor.
This is easiest done by noting the position
of the coloured tolerance ring at one of the
sides 01 the body.

The remainder of the passive parts on
the printed-circuit board are fitted in the
usual manner. VoItage regulator TC2 is
fitted upright (Iike all resistors) and does
not need a beat-sink as it d issipates Iittle
heat under normal circumstances. Part
terminals not shown with a small circle on
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the Q meter. The read-out is either digital in the form of an LCD module, or analogue in the form of a moving-coil
meter -the choice between these is entirely up 10 the constructor.
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the component overlay are soldered d irect
to the capper surface at the component
side of the board.
Sold er rotary switch SI direct on to the

board (da not use a type with wire connec-
tions: these, however short, introduce un-
acceptable stray inductance). Only one
section of a dual-pole 6-way switch is
used.
The FETs are static sensitive and their

terminals must remain short-eircuited by
a small piece of aluminium foil untiI they
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have been solde red on to the board. The
actual solder operatton should be as brief
as possible, and take place with the solder
tip connected to the ground surface of the
PCB.
Finally, fit solder terminals for all ex-

ternal connections.

Mechanical work and connections
Study the lay-out of the front-panel
(Fig. 6) and determine the Iocanon of the
peB to the right. Drill the front panel.

using the read y-made adhesive as a tem-
plare. At this stage, you have to ehoose
between a digital read-out and a moving-
co il meter before eutting the requ ired
clearance. lf used, the moving-coil meter
must be provided with a scale of 0-200.
The f.s.d. voltage must be 2 V (if necessary
fit the required series resistors to make
this volta ge correspond to the f.s.d . cur-
rent of the meter).
Provisionally fit all controIs and sec-

kets on the front partel. Mark the loeation
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of the four holes in the peB corners at the
outside of the front-panel, to the right
where the peB is to be fitted vertically.
Drill holes for M3x50 screws with
countersunk heads. Insert these screws
from the outside of the aluminium front
panel. Secure them at the inside with a nut
and aloeking ring. Next, slide approxi-
mately 30-mrn long plastic PCB spacers
over the screws and install the board with
the components facing the inside of the
front panel. Determine how much spacc
YOll need for the tuning capacitors, the
FREQ. BNC socket and the Lx termina ls,
then cut the peB spacers to the minimum
required length. The Lx terminals are me-
dium-duty binding posts for partel
mounting.
Remove all controls and termirrals

from the front panel and apply the self-ad-
hesive, two-colour. front panel foil.
Mount a11 controls and sockets and
fighten them without dameging the foil.
Cut the spindie of the CAL. potentiometer,
Ps, to enable the knob to be fitred. Do the
same with the spindie of the rotary switch
on the PCB. Solder wires to the terminals
of all controls and the meter (or LC dis-
play): those to the tuning capacitors. the
FREQ.socket and the Lx termirrals must be
kept as short as possible. Their length,
inclusive of the cable connector, must not
exceed 30 rnrn. Coax cable (RG174/U)
may be used far the FREQ.output. but
given the short length ordinary screened
cable is also suitable.

OPERATION AND CONTROLS

POWER swltch: switeh instrument on
and off.

FREQ. socket: oscillator output tor test
purposes .

.Lx sockets: eonneet to Induetor to be
tested. 00 not use test leads.

METER: digital (LCO) ar analogue
(movinp-coil): max. seale indieation:
200.
CAL. eontrol (P:J): adjust 10 set meter
reading of 100 in ealibate mode.

CAL./OPERATE switch (5.): seleet be-
tween calibrate and Q measurement
modes.

TUNING COAR5E switch (51): seleet
test frequency range. Always start
measurement in 20-70 MHz range,
switeh to next lower ranges if no reson-
ance is found.

INDUCTANCE ADJU5TMENT control
(C24): turn to find resonan! trequeney In
seleeted range. Usa betore FINE TUN,
INGeontrol.

TUNING FINE control (C13): peak res-
anant voltage indication on meter or
display.
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Fig. 4. Double-slded printed-circuit board for the Q meter.



Finally, drill a suitably sized hole in the
back panel of the enclosure to enable the
adapter (d.c. input) socket to be fitted. If
you use an LC dtsplay. insfall a battery
holder for a single 9-V PP3 size battery,
and use a double-pole (DPDT) on/off
switch to power the display and the in-
strument simultaneously but separately.

Ready for testing
Provisionally connect the peB to the wires
from the controls, the meter, the FREQ. out-
put socket and the binding posts. Set all
trimmers, Pa, and the front panel controls
to the centre of their travel. Only PI is set
to minimum resistance (fuUy clock-wise).

Setting up
Although the meter may be set up without
the help of an oscilloscope and a Ire-
quency meter, it is recommended to use
these instruments to achieve the best oper-
ation.
Set the coarse tuning control to the 10-

west range (70 kl-lz). 5witch on and use
the scope to check the presence of a signal
at the FREQ. outpur on the front partel.
Adjust PI for minimurrt distortion of the
sine-wave. 00 this for a11ranges. In the
highest range, a compromise will have to
be reached between an acceptable output
level and minimurrt distortion. 1f you do

QMETER I

90003'-'4

COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors: Semiconductors:
1 5600 R, 2 BF494 Tl;T2
1 lkO R, 1 BC550C T,
1 4M7 R3 1 )3F256A T,
1 1115 R' I BF982 Ts
1 4700 Rs 1 88170 T6
I IMO R6 I 8S250 T7
2 lOk R7;R, 2 BF981 T6;T9
2 Ion Rg;R1O 2 HP2800 O!;D,
1 470 Rl! 4 AA119 03-D.
2 6k8 R12;R13 1 LEO 07
2 lOOk R14;R-rs I TLC271 IC,
1 8200 RlS 1 7810 IC,
2 4k7 R16;Rf7 1 LM741 IC,
1 150k R,.
1 82k R,o tnductors:
2 100n R21;R22 1 470~H Ll
1 25k preset H P, 1 10mH radial L2
1 lMO preset H P, 1 1mH L3
. 1 1QOk (in. potentiometer Pa 1 100~H 1.4

1 10pH Ls
Capacitors: I 11'H L6
8 470 Ct;CZ;C4;C10; 1 1000H L7

Cf1 ;CZO;C21 ;C25 1 G.2-3/FT16 terttte
1 270n Ca toroid La
1 180n Cs Enamelled copper wire 0.5 mm dia.
4 10n CS;C,12;C22;C26
1 560p C7 Miscellaneous:
6 100n Ca;C9;C23;C27; 1 s-way rotary switch for

C'6;C30 peB mountinq; 2 poles S,
2 500p mica-foil tunjng I miniature SPOT switch 8,

capacitor C13;C24 I BNC socket Kl
6 40p PTFE foil trimmet C'>--C'9 2 binding post
1 101' 25V axial C,. 1 PC8 900031
2 101' 10V axial C31;CS2 1 front-panet fcil 900031·F

1 anelosure LC-850 (Telet)

Fig. 5. Construction of the wideband transformer, La(Ieft), and practical version {rlqht}.

not have an oscüloscope, use the meter on
the instrument to adjust PI: set CD to
maximu m capacttance (fully cw) and ad-
just Pt until the amplitude in the highest
range (70 MHz> is not more than half that
in the lowest ranges.
The calibration prcsct. Pz, ts adjusted

with the aid of an inductor whose Q factor
is accurately known (read the section on
practical use below to find out how the Q
factor is measured). Unfortunately, there
is practically no other way to calibrate the
instrument. Owners of an oscilloscope
and an RF signal generator rnay. however,
use the previously discussed 3-dB band-
width method to approximate the Q factor
of a particular inductor.lf this rnethod can

not be used, or jf a reference inductor is
not available, Pa is simply left at the centre
of its travel.
Some manufacturers of s111a11cho kes

and other inductors, e.g., Siemens and
Toko, state the approximate Q factor of
their products in the related datasheets,
extracts of which are often reproduced in
catalogues of electronics mail-order firms.
These va lues may be used as a guidance
to verify the correct operanon of the
meter, and to provide the best possible
setting of P2 in the absence of a reference
inductor.
The frequency ranges may be cali-

bratcd, although this is not strictIy necess-
ary. If desired, connect a frequency meter
to the FREQ. output, and adjust trimmers
C14-C19 in the respective ranges for the
maximum frequency indicated on the
front panel. Fine tuning control C13 is set
to minimum capacitance (fully ccw) for
this adjustment.

Practical use
The meter is simple to operate: connect the
inductor to be tested to the terminals Lx
and set 52 to OPERATE. Starting in the htg-

hest range, find the resonant frequency by
operattng the FINE TUNING and INDUCT-

ANCE AD]USTMENT contrcls. Step down to
the next lower range if you do not find a
elear resonance indication, which is
marked by a sudden increase in the meter
reading.
When the resonant frequency has been

found, the two tuning controls are ad-
justed fOT a maximurrt meter iudication.
Switch 52 to CAL. and adjust P3 (CAL.) for
V2 f.s.d. on the meter (indication '100').
5witch 52 back to oPERATE and check that
the resonance is still there by carefully
turning the FINE TUNING control. The Q
factar of the inductor can be read from the
meter.
In the highest frequency range, it may

be impossible to make the meter ind icate
100 in the calibrate mode. In that case,
adjust the CAL. control to set a reading of
'50' and multiply the meter reading in the
OPERA TE mode by a factor of two. •

References:
1. Self-ind uctance meter. Elektor Etectro-
nies September 1988.
2. RF inductance meter. Elektor Electronies
Ocrober 1989.
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of the four holes in the PCB corners at the
outside of the front-panel, to the right
where the PCB is to be fitted vertically.
Drill holes for M3x50 screws with
countersunk heads. Insert these screws
from the outside of the aluminium front
panel. Secure them at the inside with a nut
and a locking ring. Next, slide approxi-
mately 30-mm long plastic PCB spacers
over the screws and install the board with
the components facing the inside of the
front panel. Determine how much space
you need for the tuning capacitors, the
FREQ. BNC socket and the Lx terminals,
then cut the PCB spacers to the minimum
required length. The Lx terminals are me-
dium-duty binding posts for panel
mounting.
Remove all controls and terminals

from the front panel and apply the self-ad-
hesive, two-colour, front panel foil.
Mount all controls and sockets and
tighten them without damaging the foil.
Cut the spindIe of the CAL. potentiometer,
Ps, to enable the knob to be fitted. Do the
same with the spindIe of the rotary switch
on the PCB. Solder wires to the terminals
of all controls and the meter (or LC dis-
play): those to the tuning capacitors, the
FREQ. socket and the Lx terminals must be
kept as short as possible. Their length,
inclusive of the cable connector, must not
exceed 30 mm. Coax cable (RG174/U)
may be used for the FREQ. output, but
given the short length ordinary screened
cable is also suitable.
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Fig. 4. Double-sided printed-circuit board for the Q meter.



I
VIDEO MIXER

FINAL PART: CONSTRUCTlON, ALlGNMENT AND PRACTICAL USE

A. Rigby & G. Dam

In this final instalment of the article we deal with the connecting-up of the completed
printed-circuit boards, and the assembly into the enclosure. Also, a detailed

setting-up procedure is given, wh ich is no luxury given the complexity of the video
mixer. Notes on the practical use of the unit round off the article.

Mechanical work on the ESM enclosure
may be started when the three modules
described in previous instalments
(switching board, remodulator board,
keyboard and power supply). are com-
plete and ready for interconnecting.
The sloping panel of the ESM enclosure

probably requires most mechanical work.
Fortunately, the drilling template sup-
plied with the front-panel feil for the
mixer allows the panel to be cut and
dr illed in a straightforward manner. Tc
begin with, fix the template to the Inside
of the front panel with the aid of a few
drops of glue. Next, use a jig-sew to cut
out the slots for the slide potentiometers
and the holes for the switches. Work care-
fuHy and take your time to reposition the
workpiece if required for a particular saw-
ing angle.
Determine the locations of the holes in

the rear side of the enclosure through
which the video in/out sockets are ac-
cessed. Drill these holes at a relatively
small diameter, then use a reamer to pro-
vide the necessary clearance. The use of a
reamer is preferred over a larger drill be-
cause its larger cutting surface results in
less vibration of the workpiece and, as a
result, better holes.
The screw holes in the front panel are

drilled and carefully enlarged to accept
countersunk M3 screws. The heads of
these screws must be flush with the sur-
face of the front partel to prevent the self-
adhesive feil being damaged. Secure each
M3 screw at the inside of the front panel
with a drop of glue or Lock-tite (if you can
get hold of it). Next, turn 10-mrn long
metal PCB spacers with internal M3
threading on to the screws. The spacers
hold the keyboard PCB, and allow this to
be removed without the need of loosening
the screws underneath the front-panel
foil, which is likely to be damaged by such
an operation.
The photograph in Fig. 16 illustrates

the way in which the pr-inted-circuit
boards are arranged in the enclosure. Pro-
visionally install the boards in the case to
obta in a like arrangement. Mark and drill
the holes in the bottom plate to enable the
switching board and the transformer
board to be secured on it. Next, mark and

cut a rectangular clearance in the left side
panel of the enclosure to accept the mains
socket with its integral switch and fuse.

First test
For a first test, ins ta II the switching board
and the transformer board in the enclo-
su re. Connect the input terminals of the
transformer board to the mains socket,
and the output terminals to the switching
board. The complete wiring diagram of
the video mixer is given in Fig. 17. Points
where the supply voltage may be
measured are indicated to assist in check-
ing and fault-finding.
After powering up, it will be found

that the MAX452s on the switching board
run fairly warm. This is perfectly normal,
however, and no cause for alarm.
First, the presence of the

synchronization signals is checked with
the aid of an oscilloscope. Apply a compo-
site video signal to socket K3 (VIDEO-l
Input). and adjust P2 until the signal at
pin 13 of IC, is high for 60 us. Similarly,
adjust P3 for a 'Iow' duration of 11 us.

Testing the keyboard PCB
A global test is carried out on the key-
board PCS before it is secured to the in-
side of the front panel. First, connect the
keyboard to the switching board by means
of the short flatcables mentioned in the
relevant parts list. Next, make a cable tree
to connect Pt, P, and the power supply of
the keyboard to the switching board. The
connections of Pi and P4 must be made in
screened wire. The screening braid is con-
nected at the side of the switching board
only. The cable trees should have a length
that obviates the need of disconnecting
them when the video mixer is disassem-
bled for tests and adjustments.

After switching on, it will be noted that
most keyboard controls are inactive if no
video signal is applied, since this ensures
the presence of the central
synchronization. With a signal applied, it
must be possible to control each LED by
actuating the associated key. Effects are,
however, not achieved at this stage since
the modulation board is not yet con-

nected. None the less, the passing of the
video signal from K3, K4 and K5 to outputs
K6, K7 and Ks n'lay be verified by actuating
55-5l2. The KEYLOCK function may also be
checked. When actuated, it should negate
any effect of 514-529being pressed. If these
tests check out so far, mount the mod ula-
tion board at the rear side of the switching
board (their cop per sides face one an-
other). Ensure sufficient d istance between
the boards by using 10-nun Jong peB spa-
cers.
Potentiometers P20 and P15may be con-

nected to the modulation board by nor-
mal, light-duty wire without screening.
The construction of the video mixer is,

in principle, comp1ete after connecting the
power supply lines. Figure 18 shows
some of the pre-folded flatcables that in-
terconnect the boards.

Alignment
Having got this far YOLI are probably
anxious to see the flrst effects from your
video mixer. Start the alignment by con-
necting a composite video source to the
VIDEO-l input, and a monitor to the output.
Neither INPUT-2 nor INPUT-3 is provided
with a video signal so as to achieve a black

Fig. 16. Inside view of the completed
prototype.
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background when these Inputs are se-
lected. The black background is required
initially to adjust the effects.
The effects shown in the pictograms

with potentiometers PIS and P20 may be
tested already. Very likely, however, they
are not as they should be because the peB
has not yet been aligned. Run a quick
check on the other video inputs by ap-
plying the video signal and selecnng thern
with the functions SEL 1, SEL 2 and SEL 3. To
make the effects visible at output K6, 10 or
K8, switches 58 and 512must be actuated.

Modulation board
The adjustment of the modulation board
is fairly extensive. For clarity's sake, it is,
therefore, listed in Table 2. Before starting
the adjustment procedure, set all presets
on the modulation board to the centre of
their tra vel.
Initially, switches 51, 58, 512, 5J.! and

530-534are actuated. Only 51-54 are used
during the adjustment -all other swit-
ches are left at the above settings.
Apply the video signal to socket K3.

First, the span of PISand P20is optimized.
This is achieved when the extreme va lues
of the control voltages correspond to the
peak values of the horizontal amd vertical
ramp voltages. The effects used for the
adjustments a re, therefore. the vertical
and horizontal curtain-type wipe, both of
whieh make use of the associated ramp
voltages.
5witches 51 and 514select the horizon-

tal wipe effect with video-l to the left and
video-Z (black) to the right Actuate slide
potentiometer PIS to check that a vertical
line moves across the screen. The line
marks the transition between two video
signals. Adjust P16 and P20 until the ex-
treme positions of PIS correspond to the
extreme left and right side of the screen
respectively. These adjustments interact
to some extent and must be repeated a few
tim es for best results. Presets P19and P21
are adjusted simila rly for the vertical wipe
effect. They set the lower and upper limits
that can be reached by P20.
The above adjustments should be car-

ried out with same precision as they are
important for a number of ot her effects. lf
necessary, reduce the vertical and/or
horizontal picture width on the monitor to
ensure that the whole of the picture is
visible. After the adjustments, these con-
trols are returned to their original settings
to move the blanking tra nsi tions out of the
visible area.
First, the triangular voltages are ad-

jusred. Initially, select the double horizon-
tal wipe effect and concentrate on
symmetry. The wipe is opened to the ex-
tent that the disappearing video signal is
just about visible to the left of the horizon-
tal curtain (SI or 53). Adjust P6 until the
narrowarea with the video signal in it is
equally wide at both sides of the curtain.
Move P15to the other extreme setting and
adjust P7until the curtain just about closes
(lock at the top of the triangle).
The vertical double wipe (52 or 54) is

adjusted in a sirnilar manner. Preset PiOis
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VIDEO MIXER FINAL PART I
Presets Effects selection Adjustment 01

P14; P16 814,81 or 83 spanofP15

P19; P21 814,82 or 84 span of P20

P6; P7 815,810r83 symmety and amplitude of H· triangle

Pl0;Pll 815,82 or 84 symmetry and amplitude of V· triangle

816; 81 or 83

P17; P18; P22 817,81 or 83 unity-qain amplifier

818,81 or 83

828, 81 or 83

816,82 or 84

P23 817,82 or 84 inverter

818,82 or 84

826,82 or 84

P5; P8, P9 821; 81 or 83 shape, amplitude and d.c. setting of H· parabola

P12; P13 820,82 or 84 arnpütude and d.c, setting of V· parabola

819,82 or 84

820,82 or 84

P17; P18; P22 821,81 or 83 unity-gain amplifier

827,82 or 84

828,82 or 84

829,82 or 84

820,81 or 83

P23 821,82 or 84 inverter

827, 81 or 84

829, 81 or 83

Table 2. Overview of adjustments.

adjusted until one picture line only is
visible at the top as well as at the bottom
of the picture. 5lide Pm to the other ex-
treme setting and adjust Pli until the cur-
tain just does not open.
The next step in the adjustment in-

volves the unity-gain amplifier. 5elect the
diagonal curtain (516and 51 or 53). Adjust
PIS until the video signal applied covers
the whole of the picture area. Ouring this
adjustment, PIS must be set such that the
curtain is not, or practically not, visible.
Presets Pl7 and P22are adjusted until the
curtain can be moved just off both sides of
the screen (both with 51 and 53). Next,
complete the adjustments listed in
Table 2. Small corrections may be effected
by P17,PIS and P22.
Next, set up the inverter. On ce more

use the diagonal cur tain (516),but this time
with the other two selections (52 or 54).
Adjust P23 until the curtain disappears
frcm the screen at the extreme settings of
PIS. As with the unity-gain amplifier, the
other effects may be used to check the
correct setting of P23.
The parabolic voltage is the last adjust-

ment on this board. Use either 521 and
51/54 (horizontal parabola), or 520 and
52/54 (vertical parabola). Preset P5defines
the symmetry of the horizonal para bola;
Pa the amplitude; and P9 the d.c. setting.

These presets must be adjusted to prevent
unwanted side-effects in the picture as PIS
is opera ted. Presets PI2 and P13 are ad-
jus ted likewise to shape the vertical para-
bola.
This completes the adjustment proce-

dure and the video mixer should now pro-
vide all functions. If small corrections are
required for particular effects, consult
Table 2 to see whieh presets are involved.
Since a number of adjustments interact, it
may be necessary to repeat the entire set-
ting-up procedure a few times. Always
remember, however, that any change in
any one setting affects the following ad-
justments.

For scope owners
The adjustment of the video mixer is
greatly facilitated if an oseilloscope is
available. The adjustment of PI5 and P16,
for instance, merely entails matching the
maximum voltage at the potentiometer
with the peak value of the ramp at pin 6
of JC" (PIS) and pin 6 of JC30(PI'). Similar-
ly. the minimum value of the poten-
tiometer voltage is made to correspond to
the minimum value of the relevant ramp.
These levels are simple to observe and set
with the aid of an oscilloscope. The adjust-
ment of the remaining waveforms is
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Fig. 17. Wiring diagram 01 the video mixet. Supply voltages and waveforms are shown inset to assist in fault-finding, if necessary.
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Fig. 18. Flatcables with tue sockets used
for interconnecting the boards.

equally simple: the signal levels must
correspond to the effective span of poten-
tiometers PIS and PZO. Presets P6, P7, PIO

and Pli define the level of the triangular
voltage, while Ps, Ps, P9, PI2 and P13 are
used for the calibration of the parabolic
voltages.

The scope is used to g ive Pl7, P18 and
PZ2settings that results in identicaI signals
at pin 9 of NS9 and pin 7 of lC35B, inde-
pendent of the setting of P15. Finally. P23 is
adjusted until the direct voltages of the
signals at pin 7 of IC35B and pin 6 of [C36
are at an equallevel.

Let's use it
To elose the arttele. so me hints a re given
as regards the practical use of the many
functions offered by the mixer.
To begin wi th, we make a short tour

araund the keyboard areas. The source
selection is effected in the top right-hend
corner. Here, the user selects the video
signals which are sent to the recorder or
monitor. If, for instance, video signal 1 (55
selected) is being recorded, the preview
output may be connected to a monitor to
watch the signals at inputs VIDEO-l (510)
and/or VIDEO-3 (511). Also, the preview
mode (512) a llows a particular picture ef~
feet to be pre-selected. This is useful in
many ca ses to 'practice", i.e., to get the
effect right beforehand so as to prevent it
giving the wrong results on ce acruatty ap~
plied.
The fading eontrols effeetively eause

the mixer to switch between two video
sources. These sources are selected with
the aid of keys SEL-l/SEL-2 (532 a nd 533) as
well as with SEL-2/SEL-3 (53-1and 535).

The superimpose switehes, 530 end 531,
are loeated at the left-hand bot tom corner
of the front panel. The superimpose effect
is obtained by first wiping to a double
picture with PI, followed by swapping the
superimpose selection with 523 and ustng
PI aga in for the fade-out. In this way. the
superimpose function is used to change
between two video signals. Functions
SIMP-J and SIMP-2 therefore correspond to
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the SEL-I /2 and SEL-2/3 keys. 532-535, so tha t
the supet-impese function may be used to
switch between a11possible video sourees.

The function of effects switches SI-54
will be evident after having followed the
setfing-up procedure. A few additional
points should be noted, however. Swit-
ches 514-521 are fitted along a blue line on
the front panel. and switehes 5Z6-529 along
a white Iine. The effects along the blue line
are grauped such that the selected video
sourees are swi tched when changing from
the top opttons (53 or 54) to the lower
options (51 or 52). For the 'mixed out' func-
tion (58 and/or 512) this means that a
'hard' transition, or cut, can be made. An-
other advantage of the arrangement in
groups is that effects may be ehanged in
the 'mixed out' mode without problems
with fading controls P15and P20 set to their
extreme positions. 5inee these settings do
not affect the mixed-out signal, it is
possible to switch from video source 1 to
video source 2 via effect A. Both A and B
are effeets found along the blue line.

The effects [oined by the white Une do
not offer the above possibilities. The use
of 'white' effeets first requires the curren-
tly displayed video souree to be selected
via the outpur function (so, apparently
nothing happens). Next, the desired effeet
along the white line is selected, and the
relevant potentiometers are set such that
the signal at the preview mix output is an
exact copy of that at the recorder outpur.
Next, the mix output is re-enabled (noth-
ing happens so far) and, finally. the
desired effeet selected. This may look
complicated on paper, but is really quire
straightfotward in practice. Most dif-
ferences in the operation arise from the
differences between the two types of ef-
feet.
Switch 522 allows externally defined ef~

fects to be selected. The range of these
effeets is praetieally withou t limits and
invites the U5e of experimental circuits.

Among the posstble external effects is,
for instance, the placing of a particular
video signal inside a frame, with another
signal in the background. This may be
achieved by providing K4 (VIDEO-2) with a
signal that consists of maximum black-to-
white transitions, e.g., a rectangular
wave. Further. connect the KEY-OUT out-
put of the switching board to the HKEY

input of the modulation board. This ar-
rangement allows the signals at inputs
VIDEO-! and VIDEO-3 to be combined under

the contral of the signal at input VIDEO-2.

5lide control P15 is used in this mode to
contral, depending Oll the signal supplied
by source 2, the grey Ievel at which the
switehing between sources 1 and 3 takes
place. This option may be made perma~
nently available on the mixer by fitting a
pair of extra connectors at the rear partel.
The horizontal and vertical effects may be
extended in a similar manner.

Figure 19 shows the circuit diagram of
an experimental effects generator whieh is
intended to get you started with your own
experiments with the video mixer (re-
member that external effects are selected
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Fig. 19. Experimental
generator.

rectanqular-wve

by Sn). The generator consists of two 05-
eillators whose ou tput frequencies are
determined with the aid of presets. The
horizontal and vertieal synchrontzanon
pulses stop the oscillators and enable the
diodes to diseharge the timing capecrtors.
This is done to ensure eorreet
synchronization as with mixed video stg-
nals.
The outputs of the NAND gates are

connected to the H-KEY and V-KEY inputs to
create bars and rectangles in the picture
(depending on the seJeetion made by 51-
54). The number of reetangles is deter-
mined by the oscillator frequency
setrings. The generator is, of course, in-
tended as guidance only for the design of
more complex external effects generators,
which should give the user of the video
mixer even more possibilities to use his
creative power. •

Video Mixer -publications overview:

Part] (switehing board): january ]990
Part 2 (modulation board ): February
1990
Part 3 (keyboard): March 1990
Part4 (eonstruetion; alignment; practieal
use): April ]990
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by Bernard Hubbard

PROFILE:
WATFORD ELECTRONICS

Speedy response, quality of components, and compctitrve pecting something Likeradtos instead of those three-legged
prtcing are the ingredients that have transformed a home- beasties to appear."
based business supplying electronic components to the But Nazir is a quick learner. Monitoring the activities of
hobbyist Into a multi-million pound operation. his competitors in the specialist trade magazines, he
Watford Electronics began life in the horne of Nazir Jessa bought and sold accordtngly. Very 500n he was advertising

in 1972 when the former NHSoptictan went into business in his own rrght under the Watford Electronics banner.
with a qualified electrical engineer. Today, the direct mail Within a short time, he was also able to take on hts first
and rctaü electronic component and computer business employee: his brother Raza, who is still his right-hand man
has an annual turnover in excess of .LlO rmlltcn and is one today. After two years trading, the turnover ofWatford Elec-
of the best known suppliers of Acorn and BBC mtcroccm- tronics had rtsen to .LIO.OOa.
puters in the United Kingdom. Then came several boosts to the young company. In con-
The story behind the determination to build ra_s_u_c_c_e_s_s:.:f.:.U.:.I_::jU_n:.:c_t__io__n_Wl-,·tha trade magazrne. Watford Electronics ran a

business goes back to Nazirs roots. Son of a project that involved presets. In no time at a11.
wealthy Indian trading fanuly. Nazir grew up the company had sold 150.000 units. Then
in Tanzania where, at the age of 11, he was followed a TV game: Watford sold 25,000 in a
sent to work in cne of the Iamtly's factories matter of weeks. Perhaps the biggest seIler
after school instead of betng able to go out to was a drum rhythm machine based on an sos
play with his school chums. "Wewere taught chip that was featured in Practical Wireless. "I
that business comes ftrst". states Nazir as If used to groan when I heard the postman ar-
he was recounting something akin to the Hip- rive wtth yet another bagload of orders. In fact,
pocratic oath. at one stage, I was working until 3 a.m. every
Perhaps more than any other, Olle incident day in a bid to clear the backlog. "

had a marked effect on the young Nazir. At Almost by accident. Nazir and Raza stum-
the age of 15. he had just fatled to complete a bled on another lucrative market-that for the
deal on behalf of his family at the local mar- BBC micro. Watford suddenly found Acorn
ket when a callous uncle said: "We are not a dealers buying printer cables from them. "We
busmessman, are we?". Despite his assured NazirJessa could not get enough of them, because we had
future, Nazir knew that one day he would not to be careful: if our supplier had faund out
be able to contatn his resentment at this un- who our customers were. he might have de-
fair treatment and that sooner or later he would have to cided to cut us out and seIl direct."
make hts own way in the world without having to rely on The Jessa brothers faund a way around this tricky prob-
the Jessa business emptre. lern. They began to buy stngle-ended cable from one source,
That day came during a particularly hot speIl when. connectors from another and fit the two tagether on thetr

driving his uncle's pick-up truck in Dar es Salaam. Nazir own premises. For months. they sold 100 a day without ei-
suddenly made up his mind to go to England and qualify as ther of their suppliers getting a hint of the lucrattve market.
an optician. To the complete astonishment of the Jessa Helping owners of the BBC Model A computer upgrade
family, Nazir had flown to England and enrolled on a to a Model B was another htgh-growth area for Watford
course only a few days later. His office is still decorated Electronics. The Jessa brothers began marketing their own
wtth the certificates stating his quaüftcaüons as an opü- kit in direct competition with Acorn. Needless to say. the
cian. computer manufacturer was not too pleased with Watford
In spite of hts quajrftcatrons. Nazir found that his salary undercutting the hardware makers by qutte a margtn.

working for the NHS only just about covered his ltvtng ex- Soon, dealers from all over the UK were comming to Wat-
penses, so that when an opporturuty arose for a qualified ford Electronics. especially since the company had stmplt-
optician in Libya. he applied and got the job, fied the markettng by giving them an option of kit I. 2. 3. or 4.
Durtng his two-and-a-half year speil abroad. Nazir bud- Today. Watford Electronics has grown to generate an an-

geted carefully and, although by the time his contract had nual turnever of more than 5:10 million with a staff of 45.
come to an end he had not saved a fortune, he was able to Eighty per cent of the business comes from mail order sales,
buy a house in England and still had 5:2500 left to start a which means processing an average of 500 orders a day. Even
small busmess. so, during the wrtter's visit (on a Thursday), there were cus-
Shrewdly. Nazir rnanaged an opüctan's practice during tomers queuing to buy computer-related products in the re-

the day to keep his drawings on the fledgltng Watford Elec- tail shop that forms the ground Iloor frontage of the ccmpa-
tronics to a minimum and worked in the electronics busi- ny's headquarters inWatford High Street.
ness during the evening. "I would rush horne from work As to the future. Naztr said: "I don't see people spending
and begtn processmg the orders so that we could get them hours on electronic projects and building their own computers
in the post by 9 p.m. in order for them to be delivered the when they can buy thern so cheaply: instead, they will be
next day. At weekends, we would hang a sfgn in the window looking for add-on boards for thetr computers and tailoring
of the front room and people would call for their orders. software to suit thetr own rcqutrcmcnts."
Often, there would be customers waiting in the lounge, the Despite his running a Mercedes as weil as a Rolls-Royce
hall and even in the drive for their components." and the fact that his 9000 sq. It. business property is worth
In spite of his lack of knowledge of electronics and Ws about 12 times what he paid for it a fewyears ago. Nazir fmds

partner leaving the business after a while, Nazir managed one of the greatest sources of satisfaction his being a re-
to earn areputation for Watford Electronics. He confesses: spected member of the Watford business community. His
"I didn't have a clue. When I ordered transistors, I was ex- roots. he says, "are firmly here-in watford." •
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INTERMEDIATE PROJECT
Aseries 01projects tor the not-so-experienced constructor. Although each article
will describe in detail the operation, use, construction and, where relevant, the
underlying theory 01the project, constructors will, none the less, require an

elementary knowledge of electronic engineering. Each project in the series will be
based on inexpensive and commonly available parts.

TESTBOX

D. Schijns

Test equipment, however simple, is essential at almost any level in practical
electronics. In many cases, one grows fond ot certain test gear 01which all the

shortcomings and inaccuracies are thoroughly Iamiliar. In not a 1ewcases, the good
old continuity tester or the battered multimeter remains in use for years for no other

reason than that it is there and easy to use. The instrument described as this
month's intermediate-Ievel project has so many uses that it may weil become one 01

your favourites on the test equipment shelf.

Although the multimeter is without doubt
the best instrument for many tests and
measurements in practicaI electronics,
there are also situations in which a
eheaper. less sophisticated tester/indica-
tor is equally useful. This is particularly
so for quick fault-finding where the
presence or polar! ty of a volta ge is of more
immediate importance than the actual
value.
The second application of the present

test box, LED Oight-emitting diode) test-
ing. is not often found even on top-grade
multimeters. An ohmmeter is, of course,
the tbtng for accurate resistance measure-
rnents. The test box, however, by virtue of
its built-in buzzcr. is eminently suited to
rough resistance indications, testing
diodes, tracing short-circuits in multi-
wire cables, and checking the operatior, of
all sorts of contacts. The test box may also
be used as a flooding indicator in a bath-
room, in a celler. or near the washing ma-
chine. A further application in
combination with an LOR (Iight-depend-
ent resistor) is a light detector as part of an
alarm system. Finally, a PTe or NTe resis-
tor may turn the test box into a tcmpcra-
ture alarm.

Circuit description
The circuit dia gram shown in Fig. 1 con-
sists of three parts, each with its own func-
tion.

The simplest part consists of battery
Bn and series resistor R4. These two com-
ponents form a LEO tester. The battery
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supplies the required voltage. while R4
limits the LEO current to a safe value.
Because the polarity of modern LEDs can
no longer be determined by looking
through the device and spotting the ca-
thode as the larger surface, the LED under
test must be reversed if it does not light
when connected to the test box. If it still
does not light, it is almost certainly faulty.

The second part of the test box consists
of three components, D2, 03 and R7, which
form a voltage indicator. Like R4, R7 is a
series resistor to prevent the diodes being

overloaded. Both LEOs light when an al-
ternating voltage is applied to the input
terminals. Oirect voltages cause either 02
or D3 to light, depending on the polartty.
The use of a particular cola ur for the LEDs
as wel l as the input terminals may assist
in determining the polarity quickly (a
good colour selection is red for the +). The
LEDs da not light at input voltages lower
than about 3 V (the actual level depends
on the type of LED used).
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The third part of the circuit is a little
more complicated than the previous two
because it contains an amplifier which
functions not unlike a comparator. This
part is for resistance indications, diode
tests and conductance tests. The cornpo-
nent marked BZI is an active buzzer that
produces a loud beep if the resistance
value of the component connected to the
input terminals is below a certain pre-
defined value. Components that may be
tested in this manner include resistors,
diodes, switches and relays. The activity
of the buzzer may be verified by short-cir-
cuiting the input terminals. In that condi-
tion, transistor 12 conducts and powers
the buzzer.
T2, a Pt'P transistor, is normally off

because its base is eonnected to the posi-
tive supply voltage via R.J and Ra, which
prevent base current flow. This situation
does not change until Tl, a field-effect
transistor (FET), starts to conduct. This
causes the left-hand terminal of R3 to be
held at virtually 0 V (ground potential) so
that Tz reeeives base current. The result is
that the buzzer is actuated.
FET TI is switched on and off by the

voltage at its gate, wh ich is connected to a
potential d ivider. This consists of RI and
the resistance at the input terminals on the
one hand, and either RS-Pl or R6 on the
other hand. The selection between the
combination of the resistor-preset combi-
nation and the single resistor Is made with
switeh 51. The voltage across the potential
divider is supplied by a secend 9-V bat-
ter y. Btz. Diode 01 protects the gate of Tl,
which is extremely sensitive beeause of its
high input resistance, against statie dis-
charges.
When the input terminals are not con-

nected to a component, the FET ean not
conduct because of the negative voltage at
its gate. When the test inputs are short-cir-
cuited, however, the gate volta ge rises to
a level just below 0 V. As a result, the FET
starts to conduct and causes the buzzer to
be actuated.
The resistance (at the input terminals)

at which the FET starts to conduct is deter-
mined by the settings of potentiometer PI
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the test box, which is a combination of three useful test circuits.

and range switch 51. When SI is set to
position A-C, the buzzer is aetuated at
resistance va lues smaller than 10 Mn
(mega-ohm). This position is, therefore,
suitable for finding short-circuits in low-
voltage cables (e.g., a Iength of coax
cable). Switch position A~B (ind ication
O-lM on the front panel) reduees the sen-
sitivity of the circuit so that the buzzer
sounds at resistance values lower than

1Mn (wi th Pr set to maximum resist-
ance).
Potentiometer PI may be provided

with a resistance scale which is 'eali-
brated' by connecting. in succcsston. a
number of resistors of different values
from the E12 series. The positions of PI at
which the buzzer sounds are marked with
the value of the resistor connected to the
test terminals.

Fig. 2. Views of the completed prtnted-clrcult board before it is fitted into the enclosure. Note the way in which the wander sockets and
the potentiometer are fitted.
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Fig. 3. Track lay-out (mirror image) and component mounting plan of the printed-circuit
board for the test box.
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Fig. 4. Suggested lay-out and lettering of the front-panel.
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TEST BOX I
COMPONENTS LIST

Reslslors:
1 10klW Rl
1 390k R2
1 39k R3
1 4700 R4
1 1Qk R3
110M Re
1 4k72W R7
1 1MO lin. potentiometer Pt

Capacltors:
2 lO~F16V

Semlconductors:
1 BAT85
2 LED
1 BF245C
1 BC557B

Miscellaneous:
1 miniature on/off swltch
1 12-V acuve buzzer
1 PCB

5,
BZ1

906018

The test box does not have an on/off
switch because neither Tl nor T2 conduct
until a component is connected to the
input termi nals. When the circuit is not
used, Tl and T2draw a negligible current.
The voltage/polarity ind icator does not
consume battery current, while the LED
tester consumes battery current only
when a LED is conneeted.

Construction
The printed-cireuit board for the test-box
is shown in Fig. 3. The mir-ror image of the
track lay-out is shown to make the pro-
duction of this board as simple as possible
by photocopying and transferring to a
film.
All components, with the posstble ex-

ception of the BAT85, are fairly standerd
and should be available from various
sourees. The buzzer must be an active or
self-oscillating type, which means that it
produces a tone when eonnected to a di-
reet voltage.
The photographs in Fig. 2 illustrate the

arrangement of the range switch, the
binding posts and the reststance control
potentiometer on the board. These parts,
and the LEDs, protrude from the front
panel, to which they are attached.
As already mentioned, the use of col-

oured components is recommended. Red
is partieularly su ited to 'positive', while
blue, black or green are typically associ-
ated with 'negative' or ground.
The applicatian as a Hoading indicator

requires a kind of sensor made from a
piece of printed-circuit board onto which
pairs of parallel copper traces are etched.
This sensor is connected to the resistance
inputs of the test box. Any drop of water
or increased humidity that forms a resist-
ance lower than the value set on the test
box will set off the alarm. •
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Fig. 3. Track lay-out (mirror image) and component mounting plan of the printed-circuit
board for the test box.
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TEST BOX I

The test box does not have an on/off
switch because neither TI nor T2 conduct
until a component is connected to the
input terminals. When the circuit is not
used, TI and T2draw a negligible current.
The voltage/polarity indicator does not
consume battery current, while the LED
tester consumes battery current only
when a LED is connected.

Construction
The printed-circuit board for the test-box
is shown in Fig. 3. The mirror image of the
track lay-out is shown to make the pro-
duction of this board as simple as possible
by photocopying and transferring to a
film.
All components, with the possible ex-

ception of the BAT85, are fairly standard
and should be available from various
sources. The buzzer must be an active or
self-oscillating type, which means that it
produces a tone when connected to a di-
rect voltage.
The photographs in Fig. 2 iIIustrate the

arrangement of the range switch, the
binding posts and the resistance control
potentiometer on the board. These parts,
and the LEDs, protrude from the front
panel, to which they are attached.
As already mentioned, the use of col-

oured components is recommended. Red
is particularly suited to 'positive', while
blue, black or green are typically associ-
ated with 'negative' or ground.
The application as a flooding indicator

requires a kind of sensor made from a
piece of printed-circuit board onto which
pairs of parallel copper traces are etched.
This sensor is connected to the resistance
inputs of the test box. Any drop of water
or increased humidity that forms a resist-
ance lower than the value set on the test
box will set off the alarm. •
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DESIGN IDEAS

The contents of this column are based solelyon information supplied by the author

and do not imply practical experience by Elektor Electronics

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS REVISITED
OR

HIGH-EFFICIENCY AC-OC CONVERTERjVOLTAGE MULTIPLIER

From an idea by D. A. J. Harkema

This article discusses an extension of the well-known
single-phase, full-wave bridge rectifier to provide a high-efficiency
voltage multiplier. The extension is based on a circuit developed by
Dip.Eng. Th. Gisper, a Swiss engineer, who described his design in

a paper entitled HF-DC-Converter-Schaltung in der passiven
Telemetrie (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule-ETH-

Zürich 26 February 1988)

A conventional bridge rectifier is shown in
Fig. 1. When terminal a of the transformer
is positive, diodes O2 and D) conduct and
current flows through load RL. When ter-
minal b becomes positive. on the alternate
half cycJes of the transformer voltage, D.
and D1 conduct and current flows in RL in
the same direction and at the same level as
before. The voltage across the load is
equal to the peak value of the voltage
across the transformcr secondary less the
potential drops across the diodes.
There are various ways of increasing the

output of the rectifier and sorne of these are
shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4: a single-
ended, a balaneed and a bridge voltage
doubler respeetively. The eireuit of Fig. 3 is
used when a balaneed d.e. outpur (with re-
speet to earth) is required.
In Fig. 2, when a is positive, D1 COIl-

ducts and capacitor Cl charges to the peak

value of the a.c, input voltage. On the re-
verse half-eycle, D, conduets and C, also
charges to the peak value of the input volt-
age. The charge on Cl is retained, since Dj

is reverse-biased. Therefore, both capaci-
tors charge to the peak value of the input
voltage, so that the d.c. output voltage is
equal to twice the peak input voltage. This
is only true, however, when no load is
connected across the output terrninals.
With a load connected across the out-

put, eurrent is supplied to it by the dis-
charge of the capacitors. On alternate half
cycles, the capacitors are recharged. This
means that the outpur voltage is a direct
voltage with an a.c. ripple superimposed
on it. Tbis ripple is minimized by making
the capacitors as large as is practically
possible, taking into account the current
drain and the frequency of the a.c. input
voltage.

The circuit in Fig. 4 is a better type of
voltage doubler. lt has two important ad-
vantages over that of Fig. 3. The first is
that the frequency at wh ich the capacitors
are charged is twice as high, so thar the
ripple voltage is reduced. The second is
that the load on the transformer remains
the same even when the loads on the two
d.c. ourputs are different.
The Gisper development is basically a

combination of the bridge rectifier of Fig.l
and the voltage doubler of Fig. 2 as shown
in Fig. 5a, or a synthesis of the circuits of
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. as shown in Fig. Sb.
Brietly, the circuit of Fig. 5a works as

folIows. Ir will be assumed that the a.c.
input is sinusoidal and has a peak value of
20 V. During the first quarter of aperiod,
capacirors C2 and C3 are charged via
diodes D4 and D6 to a potential of +20 y.
When the a.c. input decreases, 04 is re-

orot

J
"2

900053 ·11 0
900053 ·13

~"-.-(.+

'" "2
900053 ·14

Fig. 1. Conventional bridge rectilier. Fig. 2. Single-ended voltage doubler. Fig. 3. Balanced voltage doubler.

900053·12

Fig. 4. Bridge voltage doubler.
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Fig. 5. The Gisper design is a eornbination of the
bridge reetifier of Fig. 1 and the voltage doubler
of Fig. 2 as shown in (a) or a synthesis of the
reetifier in Fig. 3 and the voltage doubler of Fig.
4 as shown in (bl.

verse biased and the voltages across C2
and C] are maintained at +20 V.
When the a.c. input passes through

zero, D) conducts and Cl is charged to
+20 V. At the same time, C2 discharges
via D6 and C3 via D1 to a value of +10 V.
The voltage at the junction D\-C\ changes
from +20 V to -20 V. This causes C3 to be
charged to +30 V. The potential across
01+0, is then -20 V.
As 800n as the a.c. input rises, D1 is re-

verse biased. The voltage across capaci-
tors Cl and C, remains +10 V and +20 V
respectively. This causes the potential at
junction C1-DrDs 10 rise and reach a
value of +30 V when the input reaches
+IOV. When the input rises to +20 V, the

Fig. 6. The Gisper bridge rnay be extended as
shown. The addition of eaeh pair of diodes and
eapaeitors raises the d.e. output voltage by a
value equal to that aeross one half of the basic
bridge reetifier.

potential across C3 rises to +34 V.
At the moment the input exceeds

+ I0 V, the voltage across C2 rises from
+ \0 V to +20 V, while that across Cl de-
creases to +16 V.
When the input decreases, Ds is re-

verse biased. The voltage across C2 re-
mains +20 V and that across Cl' +16 Y.
As soon as the a.c. input becomes more
negative than -16 V, Cl is charged via 03
to +20 Y. At the same time, the potential
across CrD6-CrD] attains a value of
-20 V, that across C, drops to + 17 V, and
that across C3 rises to +37 y.
When the a.c. input increases again,

the process described repeats itself.
Wirhin a few eycles, the voltage aeross C3
has risen to +40 V and that aeross C2 to
+20 y.
lt appears that the Gisper bridge can be

extended as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
The addition of each pair of diodes and
capacitors raises the ourput voltage by a
value equal to that across one half of the
bridge rectifier. Ir is also possible when
further extending the circuit of Fig. 6 to
tap voltages at various points of the diode
nerwork as shown by the dotted lines in
~~7. •
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Fig. 7. When further extending the eireuit of
Fig. 6, it beeornespossible to take off voltage at
various points in the circuit as shown here by
the dashed tines.

Sourees:

Th. Gisper: HF-DC-Col/verter-Schaltul/-
gen in der passiven Telemetrie: Semester-
arbeit an der Professur für elektrotechnis-
che Entwickelungen und Konstruktionen,
ETH Zürich, 26 February 1988.

Elektronica, 17 November 1989, "Span-
ningsverdubbelaar met hoog rendement".

Protecting electronic circuits

The protection of electronic circuits
against the effects of hostile environ-
ments, a frequent eause of malfunction,
is made easier by the 'Prelude Concoat-
ing System' from Concoat Ltd, who spe-
cialize in the application of conformal
coatings.
The system is intended for small to

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL t990

medium-sized eompanies and incorpo-
rates all the equipment needed for the ini-
tial c1eaning, masking, automatic dip
coating and inspection: a two-stage
cleaning system; a dip-coating unit; an
UV inspection boot and a drying eabinet;
a portable viscometer for rnonitoring the
liquid coatings; and a mierodot precision
dispenser to mask out non-eoatable parts
with an impermeable latex compound.

The proeess uses 'Hurniseal' confor-
mal eoatings: a plastic film of aerylies,
epoxies, polyurethanes, ete., which COIl-

forrns to the profile of the PCB. The
speed of the proeess is such that Euro-
eards ean be treated in batches of 10 at an
overal rate of more than 120 per hour.
Concoat Ltd, Alasan House, Aibany Park,
Frimley Road, CAMBERLEY GUIS 2PL,
England. •



---DIGITALLY CONTROLLED PREAMPLIFIER
by K. J. Thouet

The idea presented here concerns the combination of digital and
analogue techniques to produce an intelligent preamplifier

with integral time switch

The digital section of the preamp is based
on a standard PC motherboard that has ade-
quate RAM, place for a ROM, and two or
three expansion slors, A keyboard inter-
face, and often a V24 interface, is 110f-

mally supplied free of charge with the
board and these are all thar's needed to
connect the board to a personal comput.er.
The unit must be provided with a good

but not 100 expensive small screen. Mod-
ern one- or two-row LCDswith driver are
ideal for this purpose.
Because of the available loudspeaker

interface, the preamp can be made to alert
the user audibly to any operating error,
Also needed is a tirner if that is not al-

ready available on the motherboard.
Ta enable the contral unit to operate

correctly in the stand-by mode, a larger
eMOS RAM and higher capacity battery are
not a luxury in some cases.
Last but not least, an interface is

needed to the analogue section and this
may consist of a couple of 8-bit ports.
Since the unir has no on-off switch, the

stand-by timer is switched off by software.
This happens in a well-defined sequence:
the loudspeakers are switched off first and
then rhe equipmem connected 10 the sys-
tem. When that is done, the PC ascertains
from stored time switch data when the sys-
tern should be switched on again.
At a pre-determined time, the timer

switches the power supply on again and
restores the states of input level, volume,
outputs used, and so on, lO what these
were before the system was switched off.
Both the rernote control and the key-

board on the proposed unit have 28 keys so
that a normal infra-red Re system is per-
fectly suitable. The many keys add to the
ease of operation. The software must be
sufficiently tolerant for the control circuits
10 provide the exact action that is required.
A possible layout of the front panel of the
remote control unit is shown in Fig. 2.
The interface to the analogue section

should have special consideration since it
has 10 deal with latches on the one hand
(pc) and relays and opto-isolators on the
other. A stepper-motor-controlled poten-
tiometer would be eminently suitable here.
If that is used, it is only necessary, in order
to set a specific level, that the zero posi-
tion is easily detected (in a similar way as

in a disk drive unit). From the zero posi-
tion, the potentiometer may be set manu-
ally without upsetting the automatie con-
trol.

A few points regarding the software. It
is c1ear that the quality of a unit of this na-
ture is directly dependent on the quality of
the software.
As programming language, Pascal, C,

or any other high-level language may be
used.
It is, of course, an advantage if the in-

terface cards could first be used in a nor-

mal PC, as this would enable the software
to be checked without the need of having
to program a PROM. [f difficult to clear
faults are experienced, it may help to use
the EPROM sirnulator published some
months aga /1).

Finally, there is also the possibiliry of
downloading the program and timer data
via a V24 interface for testiug the corn-
pleted Re unit or for further development.jä

u Elektor Electronics, Dec. 1989. p.14.

Digital eecucn Analogue secUon

~ Analogue input socket

G V/-l
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16-segmenl LCD mains
incl driver supply Preamp and level amplifier

1?1
NiCd
bettery Volume and tone control

ec - 1/0 Bus V:/I 1?1
Standard Xl mother board with

Output selector

RAM and special ROM soltware
(Ioudspeaker, headphone)

V24 connexlona keyboard connexlons I II VA
Analogue mains supply

Digital Keyboard 1/0 driver for
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retay/opto-coupler 7:l Malns power swltched
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Fig.1. Blockdiagramof the proposed digitallycontrolled preamplifier.
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Fig.2. Possible layoutof the front panel of the RCunil.
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AUTOMATIC MAINS ISOLATING SWITCH
by R. Ernst and A. Wahr

It is an undeniable fact that electric and magnetic fields affect living
organisms. How strong a field the human body can withstand

without iII effects is a matter of argument between scientists and
environmentalists. We leave it for the reader to decide whether he
deerns it of benefit to fit the mains switch described here in a

number of (to hirn) critical locations in his horne or to dismiss the
whole idea as scare-mongering.

Man lives in an electro-rnagnetic environ-
ment: the surface of the earth is surroun
ded by innumerable electrical and mag-
netie fields, from statie to very high Ire-
quency ones. Although virtually everyone
knows of the earth's magnetic field, few of
us are aware of the 250 kV potential that
exists between the earth and the iono-
sphere or of the cosmic radiation between
300 MHz and 350 GHz that bombards the
earth unceasingly. Through centuries of
evolution, life on earth has learned to live
with those natural phenomena, but what
about the artificial electro-magnetic fields
that man has been creating for the past 150
years?
Same scientists and physiologists have

worked out the recommended maximum
periods thar we can remain wirhin the
fields created by electrical installations
wirheut suffering long-terrn ill effects. For
instance, the German medical scientist 01'
Hubert Palm has drawn up a formula ac-
cording to which we should not stay too
long within a distance of 1.20 rn to the
south and 30 cm to the north, east and
west of mains wiring or electrical equip-
menr,
Most of us spend the larger part of our

lives at work and in bed. In rnosr bedrooms
there are a number of mains ourlets, some
quite elose to the headboard. If, Iike us,
you believe that the electro-rnagnetic field
around the mains wiring affects your well-
being adversely, the automaue mains iso-
lating switeh described here should be of
interest 10 you.
The isolating switch, the circuit dia-

gram of which is shown in Fig. I, is in-
tended primarily (Q be inserted inro the
mains wiring where it eniers the room.
When, with the switch fitred. all rnains-op-
erated equipment in the room is switchcd
off, only a small, biologieally aeeeptable,
direct voltage remains on the wiring.
When a light or other apparatus is switched
on, the mains voltage is immediately re-
connected to tbe bedroom wiring.
Since the maximum allowable currrent

through the switch is lirnired, the unit is

provided with a plug and a socket ourler
that enable it to be bypassed when re-
quired.

Circuit description
In Fig. 1., diodes D land D2 form a

full-wave rectifier far the alternating volr-
age at the secondary of transformer Tr I.
When there is no load on outpur socket
K2, that is, all connected equipment is
switched off, the potential across CI is
about 12 V. This voltage is applied to all
equipment connected 10 K2 via R5 and the
contaets of relay Re l. Resistor R5 limits
the current tc a safe value in ease of a
short-circuit at K2. As long as this situa-
tion pertains, no current flows and the cir-
cuit remains in its quiescent state,
When any of the loads, rated at not less

than 3.5 W, is switched on, a direct current
flows through it und rhis causes a forward
drop of about 2.4 V across diodes D4-D6.

This results in a current through R3 and
rhe transmit diode of opto-isolator IC2.
The ensuing light emitted by that diode re-
sults in the receive transistor in IC2 to be
swirched on and thi s in turn gives rise to
C2 being discharged via R2 to a potential
of about 2Ub/3. The ensuing output at pin
Q of timer ICI is amplified by emitter fol-
lower Tl rc a value sufficient to energize
relay Re I.
The relay contacts then change over

and output socket K2 is connected direct
1'0 the mains via plug K I, so that the rele-
vant load is powered.
Diode D3 ensures that both half eycles

of the mains voltage can pass, although
IC2 is driven during one half cycle only.
Capaeiter C2, however, buffers the voltage
to the trigger input of the timer.
When the relevant load is switched off,

the current through D5·D4-D6 and the
transmit diode in lC2 ceases. The receive
transistor in the opto-isolaror switches off

';!---
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Fig.1. Cireuitdiagramof the automatie mains isolating switeh.
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Fig. 2. Printed-eireuit board for the automatie mains isolating switeh.

and capacitor C2 discharges slowly via R I
(the high-impedance inputs of ICI have
virtually no effect), After about 100 ms,
the potential across CI drops below the
lower voltage threshold of the input com-
parator: the output of ICI is then insuffi-
cient to energize the relay and the circuit
returns 10 its quiescent state,
Diode D7 protects TI and the inte-

grated switching circuit against voltage
peaks caused by the back-emf of the relay
coil.
Diodes D3-D6 have a rnaximum cur-

rent rating of I A. They and the relay con-
tacts are proteered against overloads by
anti-surge fuses FI and F2 at the mains
input. The primary of Tri is protected by
quick-blow fuse F3.
lnductor LI is intended as an h.f. de-

coupling element, since spurious signals in
the 100 MHz band, resulting from the on
/off switching of all kinds of electrical
household equipment, are propagated by
capacitive or inductive coupling over the
earth line in the mains wiring.

AUTOMATIC MAINS ISOLATING SWITCH I

Miscellaneous:
F1, F2 "" fuse, 1 A, anti-surge
F3 :: fuse, 250 mA, quick-blow
3 pes type fuseholders
Tr1 = pes type mains transtormer,

9V, 3.2 VA
K1 = malns plug outlet for panel mtg
K2 = malns socket outlet tor panel mtg
2 three-way terminal block for pes mtg
Re1 "" relay, 12 V, wilh 2 change- over

contacts rated at 1 A (e.g. Siemens
Type V23037-A0002-A101)

L1 = decoupling coil, 40 ~H, 1 A
Mains noise/pulse suppression filter
Suitable meta! housing

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 33 k
R2 = 4k7
R3 = 82 R
R4=120k
R5 = 12 R

Capacitors:
C1 = 1000 ~F, 50 V, radial
C2 =4~7, 63 V

Semiconductors:
D1-D7 = 1N4004
T1 = BC557AS
IC1 = TLC555
IC2 = TIL 111

c

Construction
The isolating switch is best constructed on
the printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 2:
the construction should then not present
any undue problems.
Inductor LI is a low-resistanee, 40 JlH

decoupling coil, rated at I A. If a propri-
etary type is not readily available, it may
be made as follows,

Using cardboard, make a 50 mm long
tube wirh an outside diameter of 25 mm.
On this, lay three layers of 15 turns each of
insulated (yellow/green) equipment wire of
1.5 mm? cross-seetional area. Leave the
ends of the wire about 20 em long (until
the cci] is wired in). Use insularing tape to
fix the windings in place.
The switch unit must be housed in a

properly earthed meta! ease.
Finally, it is advisable to use a propri-

etary mains filter at the input to the unit. •

HIGHER FUNDAMENTAL
FREQUENCY CRYSTALS

Euroquartz has introduced a range of crys-
tals that operate at up to 350 MHz in the
fundamental mode.
Manufactured by Hi-Q Crystals of the

USA, the new range of crystals have a bet-
ter temperature coefficient, a higher Q and
lower insertion losses than surface acous-

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1990

tic wave (SAW) devices.
Frequeney calibration ar 25 "C is typi-

ca!ly within ±50 ppm with better toler-
ances available on request. The tempera-
ture coefficient is ±50 ppm over the range
-55°C to + I05 °C, or ±25 ppm over the
same range to special order. Euroquartz
claims a TC of just ±5 ppm over the range
-5 "C to +60 "C and almost zero berween

+25 °C and + I00 -c,
The new erystals are designed for use

in applications where fundamental fre-
quency operation is essential, such as fil-
ters and oscillators.
Euroquartz Ltd, Blacknell Lane Iudus-

trial Estate, CREWKERNE TAl8 7HE,
England.
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Fig. 2. Printed-eireuit board tor the automatie mains isolating switeh.

and capacitor C2 discharges slowly via R I
(the high-impedance inputs of IC I have
virtually no effect). After about 100 ms,
the potential across Cl drops below the
lower voltage threshold of the input com-
parator: the output of IC 1 is then insuffi-
cient to energize the relay and the circuit
returns to its quiescent state.
Diode 07 protects Tl and the inte-

grated switching circuit against voltage
peaks caused by the back-emf of the relay
coil.
Diodes 03-06 have a maximum cur-

rent rating of 1 A. They and the relay con-
tacts are protected against overloads by
anti-surge fuses F land F2 at the mains
input. The primary of Tr I is protected by
quick-blow fuse F3.
Inductor LI is intended as an h.f. de-

coupling element, since spurious signals in
the 100 MHz band, resulting from the on
loff switching of all kinds of electrical
household equipment, are propagated by
capacitive or inductive coupling over the
earth line in the mains wiring.

HIGHER FUNDAMENTAL
FREQUENCY CRYSTALS

Euroquartz has introduced a range of crys-
tals that operate at up to 350 MHz in the
fundamental mode.
Manufactured by Hi-Q Crystals of the

USA, the new range of crystals have a bet-
ter temperature coefficient, a higher Q and
lower insertion losses than surface acous-
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tic wave (SAW) devices.
Frequency calibration at 25°C is typi-

cally within ±50 ppm with better toler-
ances available on request. The tempera-
ture coefficient is ±50 ppm over the range
-55°C to + 105°C, or ±25 ppm over the
same range to special order. Euroquartz
claims a TC of just ±5 ppm over the range
-5°C to +60 °C and almost zero between

AUTOMATIC MAINS ISOLATING SWITCH I
PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 33 k
R2 = 4k7
R3 = 82 R
R4=120k
R5 = 12 R

Capacitors:
Ci = 1000 I1F,50 V, radial
C2 = 4117,63 V

Semiconductors:
01-07 = 1N4004
Ti = SC557AS
ICi = TLC555
IC2 = TILiii

Miscellaneous:
F1, F2 = fuse, 1 A, anti-surge
F3 = fuse, 250 mA, quick-blow
3 PCS type fuseholders
Tri = PCS type mains transformer,

9V, 3.2 VA
Ki = mains plug outlet for panel mtg
K2 = mains socket outlet for panel mtg
2 three-way terminal block for PCS mtg
Re1 = relay, 12 V, with 2 change- over

contacts rated at 1 A (e.g. Siemens
Type V23037-A0002-A10i)

L1 = decoupling coü, 40 I1H, 1 A
Mains noise/pulse suppression filter
Suitable metal housing

Construction
The isolating switch is best constructed on
the printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 2:
the construction should then not present
any undue problems.
Inductor LI is a low-resistance, 40 Iili

decoupling coil, rated at 1 A. If a propri-
etary type is not readily available, it may
be made as folIows.
Using cardboard, make a 50 mm long

tube with an outside diameter of 25 mm.
On this, lay three layers of 15 turns each of
insulated (yellow/green) equipment wire of
1.5 mrn? cross-sectional area. Leave the
ends of the wire about 20 cm long (until
the coil is wired in). Use insulating tape to
fix the windings in place.
The switch unit must be housed in a

properly earthed metal case.
Finally, it is advisable to use a propri-

etary mains filter at the input to the unit. •

------~

+25°C and + 100 "C.
The new crystals are designed for use

in applications where fundamental fre-
quency operation is essential, such as fil-
ters and oscillators.
Euroquartz Ltd, Blacknell Lane Indus-

trial Estate, CREWKERNE TAl8 7HE,
England.
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CODED LOCKING CIRCUIT FOR SECURITY SYSTEMS

General description
The TEA5500 from PhiJips is a coder/de-
coder circuit for security systems. The
TEA5500 is housed in a l ö-lead DlL case
(SOT38) and the TEA5500T in a 16-lead
mini-pack (SOI6L; SOTl62A).
The system has the ability to transmit a

complex code between a coding and de-
coding unit by infra-red radiation. The de-
vice can operate as coder or decoder de-
pending on the external circuitry con-
nected to the data input. The code is made
by the ten input pins El-EIO by connect-
ing them ei ther to ground (LOW) or to the
positive supply (HIGH), or leaving them
floating (ee). This alJows 310-2 cornbina-
tions. Two cornbinations are prohibited:
EI-EIO=HIGH and EI-E9=HIGH,
EIO=LOW.

Coding
In the coding mode, the data input is con-
nected to Yp and both outputs (S I, S2) are
connected to a p-n-p output transistor
which drives an infra-red radiation ernit-
ring diode.
After every start the eoder completes

three coding runs and then stops automati-
calJy.
The code consists of 24 bits. Each bit is

represented by presence or absence of a
data pulse following a clock pulse. The
first four "bits form the recognition code.
The following ten pairs of bits are deter-
mined by the connexions of the input pins
(E I-E I0). For the corresponding code in
the decoding mode, the order of the input
pins is reversed and connexions L (low)
and oc (floating) are interchanged.

Decoding
In the decoding mode, an infra-red sensi-
tive diode is connected to the data input
via an amplifier. I.f the input data is recog-
nized, the data input of the decoder is
closed temporarily (disregarding irnmedi-
ately following data) and one of the out-
puts is actuated for a predetermined time,
after which the following start will actuate
the other outpur.
If the data input is not recognized, nei-

CHARACTERISTICS
Tamb '" 25°C; voltages with respect to pin 1; unless otherwise specified

parameter conditions svmbcr min. tvo. max. unit

Supply

Supply vctteqe (pin 16) Vp 3 4.5 6.5 V

Supply current Vp '" 4.5 V Ip 1.8 2.5 3.2 mA
Output current (pins 3 and 4) Vp=4.5V 10 25 - - mA

Inputs El to El0
Input voltaqe HIGH VIH Vp -0.3 - - V

Input voltage LOW VIL - - 0.3 V

Input voitaqe Iloatinq VIFL 1 - Vp -1 V

Inpur current HIGH IIH 2 7 12 "A
Input current LOW IIL -4 -9 -15 "A
Input current floating IIFL - - 2 "A

Data input

Input voltage
for decoding mode HIGH VdH Vp -0.6 Vp Vp + 0.3 V

for decoding mode LOW VdL - - 0.5 V

Input current
in coding mode 'oc 8 16 25 "A
in decoding mode HIGH Vp '" 4.5 V IddH - - 2 "A
in decoding mode LOW Vp '" 4.5 V IddL -8 -16 -25 "A

Minimum pulse width of OATA
Input signal top 2 - - "'

900052.13

parameter conditions symbol min. typ. max. unit

Oscillator characteristics Vp = 4.5 V
Switching vertage thresholds
high level V'h 3.10 3.32 3.50 V

low leve! V" 0.65 0.71 0.90 V

Input current
after switching high level I'h 27 36 45 "A
after switching low reve! 1'1 -6.7 -9 -11.3 "A

Ratio Ith/ltl alosc 3 4 5
Duration of oscillator pulse
in coding mode note 1 'c 20 0.4- Cosc!PF J - "'in decoding mode 'd 3'TC O.4·Cosc(pF) 5'TC "'Oscillator capacitcr
in coding mode notes 1 and 2 Cose 56 - - pF

Duration of
outpur actlve stetes '0 - 384'Td -
data input disabled sterus 'x - 576'Td -

Influence of temoerature on aTchcduration of oscillatcr pulse -- - 0.002 - oC-l
aT

Influence of supply voltage on
t:.TclTcduration of oscillatcr pulse - - 0.16 V-1
aVp

Zener diode vottaqe across supply V, 6 - 8 V

Notes to the oscillator characteristics

1. Minimum vatue coder - cacecitor must provide minimum pulse width of DATA pulse "dp t= 1/5 Te).
2. Ratio coder/deeoder capacitor 1:3. 900052._14
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ther of the outputs is actuated; after the
third coding run has been completed, the
data input of the decoder is closed rern-
porarily.

Soldering (by hand)
Plastic mini-packs
Fix the device by firsr soldering twö diag-
onally opposite end leads. Apply the iron
to the f1at part of the lead only. Contact
time must be Iimited to lOseconds at up to
300 "C. When proper 100ls are used, all
other leads can be soldered in one opera-
tion within 2-5 seconds at 270-320 "C,
(Pulse-heated soldering is not recom-
mended for SO packages).

Plastic DIL packages
Apply the soldering iron below the searing
plane (or not more than 2 111mabove it). If
its rernperarure is below 300 "C, ir rnust
not be in contact for more rhan 10 sec-
onds; if between 300°C and 400°C, for
not more than 5 seconds •

9,ound

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the TEA55001TEA5500T.
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Fig. 2. Timing diagram 01the TEA55001TEA5500T.
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Fig. 4. Application diagram - decoding mode.
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Fig. 3. Application diagram - coding mode.
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Fig. 5. Pinout of the TEA55001TEA5500T.


